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ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
LETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Kentucky Windage

Three Sections
EIGHTEEN PAGES

The N•wo has won awards to,
•scellenCe iseery year it has been
submitted In judging contests.

10c

(By P. W.)
VOLUME 40
The sum total of a good business community is the number and variety of the businesses it has. While we have been able to
welcome a few new retailers in recent years
. . . notably in South Fulton . . . it seems to
me that we have had more than our share of
"good-byes" to offset them.
We were sorry to see Pepsi-Cola sell out
recently to an 1Illinois firm and close down
their long-time bottling operation. Then followed the sale and abandonment of bottling
operations at Coca-Cola, also a long-time local
business.
This week the Pepsi-Cola plant here
closed down entirely; all local servicing now
comes out of Martin. 'Why Martin?", one
wonders. Why couldn't Martin area servicing
be handled from the fine Fulton plant instead
of vice-versa?
Somehow, I get the feeling that we have
taken another small step backward, and I just
don't like to face that direction.
Have you ever stopped to wonder how a
columnist assembles a column? Joe Creason
told me one time that he sees and hears column material on his rounds through the day
and promptly writes them down on a little
note pad, tears off the sheet and sticks it in
his pocket. Then when he's seated in front of
his typewriter he merely empties his pockets
and starts writing.
Now Ouida does it a little differently. As
she comes across items for her column in her
visiting around town, she hurries back to her
typewriter, writes about the incident or observations and turns it back to be set in type.
Then when we're ready to go to press she
merely collects all of the stuff she has written
for her column, puts it in the order she wants
it, and it's ready to' go.
Jo, in turn, has another system. She
comes in (usually) early on press-day morning, works herself up to whatever pre-determined pitch she has in mind, announces that
she is going to write a column and doesn't
want to be disturbed, slams and locks the
door to her office, takes tbe phone off the hook
(Continued on page- -
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It's Election Time
Because next Tuesday is a day in America when a concerned citizenry goes to the
polls to select the candidates of their choice
I must forego the pleasure of telling you about
our interesting, although all too short, visit in
California with our son R. Paul, and with
Kathryn and Carlos Lannom.
It was a wonderful and exciting venture,
but since this is the last week before the election next Tuesday I'd just like to make a few
final comments concerning the presidential
campaign.
Widespread Corruption
Some of the most learned and astute
writers, political observers, religious leaders
and economists have said without fear of reprisal that the scandal-infested Nixon Administration has been one of the most corrupt
In the history of this Nation.
It is a mystery to me that the distinguished and scholarly president of Notre Dame
University, the Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh
suggests that the public is simply not completely informed of the scandals that have
erupted in the Federal government within the
past four years.
As a member of the communications
media I heartily disagree, for not even individuals of the lowest mentality could have
failed to learn that a spy ring of near-Mafia
proportions was set up in national Democratic
headquarters to destroy, disrupt, and annihilate Democratic candidates for all Democratic
offices, and particularly the office of the Democratic candidate for President of'the United
States.
Within recent days news reports have
linked the plot to persons in the White House
closest to the President, and all those so linked have admitted participation in what has
become known as the Watergate affair.
The American public is NOT UNINFORMED, they simply lack the moral courage to
get angry enough to rise Up in arms and vote
(Continued on page 2)
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South Fulton
Housing Plans
Near Complete
South Side Manor, the large
housing development which has
been 'tinder construction in South
Fulton for the past several
months, is nearing completion.
This reporter understands that
rent-supplement apartthe
ments will be completed and
ready for occupancy about the
first of the year.
For the past few weeks the
Home
agent,
management
Builders Realty of Jackson,
Tennessee, has been advertising the apartments for rent.
One, two, three and four bedroom apartments rent from $54
to $198. Stove, refrigerator,
are
utilities
and
blinds,
furnished.
The rental office is open from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.on Wednesday,
and from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturdays.
The many units are unique
in structure. They are brick
veneer with low shingled roofs.
All are two stores high, with
balconies.
Joe Bill Luten of Cayce is in
charge of construction.
South Side Manor is located
on Broadway in South Fulton
Just south of the Park Terrace
Motel.

for the Fulton News
Next Tuesday is general election day in is a dealer
and operates a pop-corn stand
America.
on Lake Stree.
Fulton Countians will join with the rest of In spite of the Republican
the
in Fulton, and in
the nation in determining the results of the presi- trend
county, there is a strong indential race and several other key campaigns dication that senatorial candidate Louie B. Nunn will not
across the country.

MR. AND MISS FULTON HIGH SCHOOL — Robbie Rudolph,
son of Dr. Robert Rudolph and Mane Casparian, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Caseation, have been elected Mr. and
Miss Fulton High School for the school year 1172-73. Both are
candidates were: Mike Hawks and Carman
Rudolph, ninth grade; Mike Beadles and Dee Ann Hamra, 10th
grade; Bradley Tate and Jan Pulley, 11th grade. Elections
seniors. Other

were held Friday, October 27.

Miss Hefley, a 20-year-old music student at
the University of Louisville, was a native of Fulton, a 1966 honor graduate of Fulton High School
and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl R. ("Bill")
Hefley here. Her body was found February 3,
1969 behind a'building near' We campus of the
University of Louisville after an intensive 3-day
search of the area.

The police departments of
Fulton and South Fulton would
like to commend the young people of the twin cities for their
good behavior on Halloween
night.
All was quiet and no damage
by pranksters has been reported.
The story Wednesday was
quiet different at Clinton. The
sheriff's office reported two
fires there Tuesday night, which
are being investigated by that
office.
The deputy sheriff reported
that a small amount of roofing
material was spilled on the
south steps of the Hickman
County court house and set
fire. There was no damage to
the court house building, he
The fire was shortly
said.
before 11 p.m.
Another fire about the same
time was at the old I. C depot building, which was being
torn down. Considerable damage was done there.

ride in on the President's coattails.
A staunch supporter of former
governor Nunn told the News on
Tuesday that "it looked very
much like Huddleston will carry
the county."
Quiet, but concerted efforts
on the part of the Huddleston
supporters in the county indicate some effectiveness for the
Democratic nominee, while the
While a senatorial election in Kentucky is Nunn forces have demonstrated
effort in the Republican
generally a spirited and enthusiastic endeavor the little
nominee's behalf.
real "horse race" in this election is the focus be- Another Nunn supporter said
ing placed on Democratic presidential candidate that only one organizational
meeting has been held in the
Senator George McGovern and for the re-election county
for Nunn, and as far as
of Republican President Richard Nixon. Close can be determined, the spokesis planned
observers believe that the voting in the presi- man said, little else
for the waning days of the
dential race will determine the outcome of the campaign.
Kentucky senatorial race.
The trend towards Huddleston
voting
(Con.inued an psize 8)
Here in Fulton County, as that with 42 members
elsewhere in the Nation, the the results in the presidential
presidential campaign has cap- race were
37
Nixon
tured more interest than the
senatorial race. While Mc3
.
McGovern
Govern may pick up some votes
among strongly partisan DemoSpeck
Dr.
Want to get rid of those old
trots, it appears that Presitoys in your attic today?
dent Nixon will sweep the
Edmond Khourie
Well, it's almost Christcounty.
Edmund is the popular •un- mastime again, and there are
A straw vote taken at the
Rotary Club on Tuesday showed official mayor" of Fulton who many little children in Fulton
and the surrounding areas who
won't have as nice a Christmas
as most of us. So if your
children have outgrown any of
their toys that are in good condition, and if you would like to
know that another child will
Christmas
better
a
have
because of your generosity,
then please help the Fulton
Jaycettes in their efforts by
call Mrs. Donald Weldon at
479-3584 or Mrs. Paul McClay
at 472-1165 anytime.
- Time o°411..sait to it that the
toys are picked up frtnn your
home and given to needy children at Christmastime. What
better gift than a child's happy
face at this very special time
of year?
Please call today.

In Fulton County the primary interest, althought little has been demonstrated, is the senatorial race between former Governor Louie B.
Nunn and Walter "Dee" Huddleston, a state senator from Elizabethtown and manager for the
successful gubernatorial campaign of now Governor Wendell Ford.

With the selection of a jury completed Monday in Louisville, a murder trial began on Tuesday of this week for Theodore Maynard of that
city, accused of the rape-slaying of Miss Laura
Hefley of Fulton.

Police Commend
Actions of Youth
On Halloween

Indictments
Returned At
Fulton Court

Jaycettes Are
Collecting Toys

Fulton Circuit Court returned
to Hickman Monday after being
in Sest31011 in Fulton last week.
The indictments returned by
the Grand Jury at Fulton vtere:
ilittleCrIttittiden, Moult afrelbattery; James Monroe, also
known as William Arthur Lowe,
Gean Clauotria, Lorne K. Harpell and Leopold Lacroix, allot
Miss Hefley's body to himself
Canada, all indicted on three
and to another person and then
counts—breaking and entering,
confess to
heard Maynard
„ robbery, and possession of burraping and murdering the vicglary tools; Charlotte Fulcher,
tim.
U. S. SENATOR EDMUND MUSKIB (D-Maine) applauds as
cold-checking, Cindy Elkins,
Maynard is a 38-year-old cold-checking; James L. BreDee Huddleston rises for brief remarks during a Louisville
unemployed dishwasher.
wer, cold-checking; and Dopress conference. Muskiit was in Kentucky campaigning for
Everett Wayne Bishop, the rothy Halliburton, assault and
Huddleston October 23.
key prosecution witness, testi- battery.
fied Tuesday that Maynard told
him and another person that he
'lost his head and raped and
Future' plans for the local
killed her', but swore he would
Pepsi-Cola plant call for buildkill them also if one of them
ing a large plant between Fulton
ever turned him in, Bishop
and Martin, Tennessee, accordstated. The crime has "bothmera
Fulton,
South
of
resident
Fulton
South
Leon Hutchins of
ing to Terry Bradon, vice presiered my conscience" Bishop
has long
dent in charge of marketing at
stated, adding that until now he has been named NBC news re- chant in the town, and
Employes of Henry I. Siegel Marion, Illinois, in making an
porter by Irvin A. Lewis, Di- been associated with elections
was "scared of Maynard'.
being
father
plant, South Fulton, have voted announcement that the Fulton
30 of this area, his
Elections,
of
In his testimony, Bishop rector
gra- overwhelmingly to continue the Pepsi-Cola plant had been shutsaid that he had been friends Rockefeller Plaza, New York, a former mayor. He Is a
school,
high
four-day
local
work week at the plant. down and the operation transthe
of
duate
this
to
has
,ssigned
and
been
with Maynard and a third man
named Larry Wayne Sealy. specific dist' t to report the starring in football as a half- The plan was begun two months ferred to the Martin plant. The
Hutago on a trial basis to deter- move was made Tuesday.
Sealy was killed by police dur- results of tli November 7th back in the 1920's. Mr.
national elections for South chens is very civic-minded and mine if it was satisfactory to
Mr. Bradon said that it was
ing a break-in in 1971.
booster
and
supporter
both the company and the em- a matter of economics, that
ardent
an
for
Precinct
Fulton,
Side
East
In the weeks before the murder,
cities.
ployes.
twin
the
of
Senatorial
Presidential
and
the
Fulton building was not
said
the
Sealy
according to Bishop,
Manager Frank Wbolf said, large enough
People in New York and NBC do
to move the
he "was sweet on the Hefley races. He has been given a
and
Fulton,
with
pleased
was
"The
South
company
Martin plant here.
girl" and showed a picture of special badge to wear that day know there is a
representaa
the
is
Side
operation."
East
the
New
call
collect
to
is
York
and
The Pepsi-Cola official said
her to both him and Maynard.
Plant employes now work a that the Martin facilites will
the tive America. For this unique
following
He said that on three occasions immediately
residing 7 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. schedule be outgrown shortly, and a new
he drove Sealy to meet the girl reading of the voting machines. distinction, people
Mr. Hutchens is a life time here should be proud of this) with half-hour break for lunch plant will be constructed at
near the University of Louison Mondays through Thursday. that time.
ville campus. Once, said Bishop
The office workers continue on
He said, "The same service
8)
page
on
(Continued
the regular five-day week, Mr. as in the past will be continued,
Woolf said.
the only difference being that
South Fulton 11.I.S. Is the the trucks will run out of Maronly Siegel plant on the four- tin instead of Fulton.
day work week, but according to
Seven local employes were
Mr. Woolf, other plants may transferred to the Martin plant.
Ron Collins, area coordi- dinator of all relief activities
the
in
it
try
future.
Charles Reams, former plant
Three persons, including a nator for the West Tennessee at such times.
owner, who has served as manaMr. Collins, a graduate of
South Fulton, Route 3, couple, Civil Defense and Emergency
has
University,
ger since he sold the operation
were injured in a head-on col- Preparedness Agency, station- Southwestern
to State Beverage Distributors,
lision Monday night on U.S. 45, ed at Memphis, was the princi- been making a study with the
Inc., September 1, 1971, is on
14 miles north of Mayfield, pal speaker at the weekly meet- Federal Government on preleave of absence.
according to Trooper Houston ing of the local Kiwanis Club paredness for disasters when
president
Shuck,
A.
James
been
The Pepsi-Cola plant was conalso
they strike. He has
at Holiday Inn Monday.
Hawley.
or Shuck Homes in Owens- structed by the late Smith Atkins
He was introduced by Tom working with Charles Roberts
Herman C. Potts and Ophelist
boro, Ky. has been appointed and Charles Reams in 1958.
Potts, Route 3, South Fulton, Fullerton, who had charge of of Union City, who is in charge
The Fulton Pepsi-ColaComof Civil Defense and emergency a Member of the Kentucky
and Anne Clark Benson, 62, the program.
Housing
Corporation, Governor pany was founded in 1939 by
Mr. Collins is Gov. Winfrey preparedness in Obion County.
of Paducah, were admitted to
toFord
announced
Wendell
Smith Atkins. Mr. Bradon
Mr.
some
out
pointed
speaker
The
the Community Hospital in May- Dunn's right-hand-man when
be
field shortly after the accident. disasters strike in the State of the problems in the area, day. Mr. Shuck is a brother of said that the property will
Mrs. Margaret Hall of Fulton. sold.
(Continued on page 8)
No other details are available. of Tennessee, for he is coor-

Hutchens Of South Fulton Named
NBC News Reporter For Election

Local Couple Is
Hurt In Accident

Employees Prefer
Four Day Work
Week Ai Siegel's

Governor Ford
Appoints Shuck

How Fulton Streets Are Named... Old Schools Recalled
Have you ever wondered about
how
Fulton's streets were
named?
The name of Lake Street,
Fulton's oldest street, came
about in this manner:
J. A. Collins had a small
store, with a resident adjoining, on what is now known as
Lake Street --then unnamed.
One day a traveling salesman-known in those days as a drummer --Sold Mr. Collins a bill
of goods.
After making his
purchase. Mr. Collins said

Pepsi - Cola
Closes Plant
In Fulton

Speaker Points Out That Area
Is Target For All Disasters

A BIT OF FULTON HISTORY...

By Outdo Jewell

Number 44

Presidential Race Takes Spotlight
In Next Tuesday's General Election

Hefley Murder Trial Is Underway
This Week In Louisville Court

Investigating officers said
strangulation was the cause of
death.
and Jefferson
Louisville
County police reportedly ran
down hundreds of leads over a
period of many months before
finally taking the Louisville
suspect, Maynard, into custody
last March. Maynard was indicted March 21 and pleaded
innocent.
Trial began Tuesday in Jefferson criminal cowl, with a
key prosecution witness testifying that he saw Maynard show

Libra°,
ret 1. iLing
flierga
DePt: _malty
ot
mil/crop, tor. 45Sw

"Well, address this to J. A.
Collins,
Fulton, Ky." The
salesman replied, "You forgot
to give me your street address."
Mr. Collins turned, looked
out the window at the big mud
puddle, where bullfrogs were
jumping In and out of the water
that was the road. He turned
again and said, "Lake Street.'
The name stuck.
This old Collins building was
later moved to a spot near the
viaduct.
Other .familiar streets in
Fulton derived their names in
the following manner:

Carr Street was named after
Ben Carr, on whose farm West
Fulton was built.
Norman Street gained its name
in honor of the Norman family,
whose farm was once located
where East Fulton is now built.
Cedar Street got its name from
a big cedar tree, which stood
at the corner of what is now
State Line and Cedar.
And Eddings Street was named
after Bruce Eddings, at one
time a very prosperous Fulton
merchant.
Some schools of yesterday
were the "Sarah Welch Select

School for Girls," "The Seminary" and "Prof. Phipps School
for Boys.'
Sarah Welch, an aunt of the
Mrs. W. W. Morris-late
mother of Dudley Morris of
South Fulton—was a widow. Her
Select School for Girls was lila
across the
brick residence
street from the present A. C.
Butts Grocery. Adjoining the
school was a big two-story
frame house which was used
for a dormitory. Girls from
the country and adjoining towns
boarded there. Fulton girls
attending the school usually

lived in their own homes.
Because of 111 health, Mrs.
Welch closed her school about
one hundred years ago.
In those days *The Seminary"
was a very popular school. It
was a two-story frame building,
located at the east end of Lake
Street. It burned and was never
rebuilt.
Prof. Phipps School for Boys
was a low one-story brick
building, located on Norman
Prof. Phipps was a
Street.
large man. He was very dig(Continued on page 13)

Truck Damaged By
Fire Wednesday
A 1972 Ford milk truck, belonging to Naylor Burnett., was
badly damaged in a fire Wednesday morning. Jimmy Brown,
driver, had stopped by Burnett°
Tractor Co. to gas up.
According to Chief Billy
Meacham, Brown started filling
his truck and went into the
The nozzle had an
building.
When he
automatic shut-off.
returned to his truck it was
on fire.
Both the truck and hose were
badly damaged, Mr. Meacham
said. How the fire started is
not known.

KENTUCKY WINDAGE
(continued from page 1)
and knocks it out all at one writing. No notes,
no conferences; they're in her head already.

From Our Picture Album

Me, I'm kinda like Joe Creason. I gather
bits and pieces here and there on little scraps
of paper, or restaurant napkins, or newspaper
clippings and then on Tuesday night sit down
in the quiet of my little corner and put them
together for a column. And thus it is, that in
going through my scraps and bits last Tuesday night, I came across this bit of my constant irritation against highway passenger
bus speeding that I meant to mention a month
ago. It's still pretty true today in case you
want to check up:
Tuesday, Sept. 26: Greyhound Bus No.
5946, northbound to Fulton from Union City
at 1:45 p. m., going 20 miles over the speed
limit as he approached South Fulton. He
passed me like a bolt of lightning as I was
driving in from Union City and I decided to
TRY to stay on his tail all the way in, which
was no easy job. (Try keeping up with a bus
sometime, and let me know how you come
out.)
Last week Jo and I flew out to the San
Francisco bay area for a visit of a few days
with our son, his fiancee and her parents, and
it was a trip that I enjoyed immensely. We
stayed in Oakland, and Paul drove up from
San Jose in the evenings to be with us and go
browsing around. I enjoyed the evening visit
to the top of the Mark, the touring around the
Bay area and down to the Monterey peninsula for a picnic Saturday provided by our
old and good friends Kathryn and Carlos Lannom, and the stay with them in Palo Alto.
and a ride on the new BART, and the fine
Chinese food.
But I was probably most intrigued by our
extensive tour of the Berkley Campus, which
has been in and out of the news in recent
years for its sometimes-oddball antics and
sometimes-violent turmoil. We toured around
the campus in the middle of the afternoon
while there was considerable student activity, yet everything looked about as normal
there as on almost any college campus around
here. Most of the students were appropriately dressed for classroom attendance; we saw
few odd-balls with unnatural dress; there was
the usual small percentage of freaks and barefoots and ragged jeans and wild hair-dos.
However, in front of the most-traveled
campus exit was this band of perhaps a dozen
odd-balls, dressed in gowns and oriental getups, singing softly, tinkling.beils; beating on
bongo drums and strumming gtitiars and
looking like they were lost in outer space.
They were clustered around in a small group,
some sitting, some standing, all evidently performing together but each seemingly disinterested in the other, staring out into space
with dead-pan faces.
I don't know what they were achieving
with their performance, except some form of
self-expression, and I couldn't see if they
were playing for contributions to a kitty, but
they didn't seem to generate much attention
from the stream of student passerby. Our
hosts for the afternoon trip told us they had
a name as a group, but I didn't catch it. The
only thing I remembered is they are particularly identified with the bell-tinkling in some
manner or other; not to be compared to the
Salvation Army and their bell-tinklers during
the Christmas season.
The Berkley campus is in a beautiful
setting, extending up the mountainside, and
from the top we had a fine view of the whole
bay area; the Vvinding streets down contained
tight clusters of cosy little homes in settings
that somehow reminded me of the Georgetown area in Washington.
Last week was Paul's 25th birthday. He
is doing fine with his job as a newsman with
ICXRX, likes the area and proposes to stay
out there at least for awhile.
I note from news dispatches that TVA
is contemplating another rate raise pretty
soon—like next Spring—which, if it coma
will double the residential cost of electricity
over what it was just four years ago. In another story I read where the cost of running
Congress has doubled in the past five years.
and this year the Federal government is going to spend twenty-five billion more dollars
than it takes in. Now comes a story from.the
federal Food and Drug Administration reporting that "Americans are taking too many
pills." It is any wonder??
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Town Topics

Do You Remember This?

by Ouida Jewell
Well, it's only a few days before the
General Election. Hope you all go out and
Jo used to
vote "the right way." That's what
usually
on difwe're
Politically,
say to me.
ferent sides of the fence.
There are folks owning property out on
the Union City highway, who for the past
several years, have been expecting the new
highway to be built through their property
and nothing, except the surveying has ever
been done. It's not fair to the people — not
knowing what to expect. That's my opinion
... and the opinion of others, too!

4,r

We wish Mrs. John Powell Emerson a
speedy recovery after her surgery last week.
Mrs. Kellie Lowe will be in North Carolina the next few weeks with her son, Kellie
and his family. A new addition to the family
is expected.
NOM

"ONE OF THE BEST PICTURES OF THE OLO USONA HOTEL THAT WAS EVER MADE" said Leslie Weeks, at he loaned
us the above postcard-photo for usie in this space this week. Photo was taken probably around 50 years ago, when the Usoria
was the center of activity not only for travelers, but for local dining and parties as well. Who knows what "Usona" stands
for? The only explanation The News has ever been offered is that it comes from the initials of the "United States of North
America." (If anyone can come up with a better explanation foe would like to have it.) Hotel is long-since razed and is now
the site of Futton's 144)0401m

NOTEBOOK
Continued from Page 1
their convictions, rather than their pocketbooks in this affluent society.
I agree with Father Hesburgh when he
says: "We have been so engulfed for so long
with so much evil on such a massive scale
that our nerve ends are numb," he said. "We
tune out.
"Evil has been magnified in numbers and
by repetition to a point where we can't comprehend it. Machiavelli said if you have 125
people to kill, do it all at once, not one at a
time, and you might get away with it. If a
people can succeed in depersonalizing evil,
they can deal with it as a thing, not a reality."
THE REASON Father Hesburgh believes
this numbness has come about is primarily
the Vietnam war, secondarily the nation's afflberxe. .
ot.
"Tile irbaS 'corrupted the best idea&.
this country," he said.
'With such expressions as 'body count' it
has even cheapened our language. We have
lost our capacity to be surprised or scandalized.
"Moreover," he said, "we have lost our
sense of outrage because we have it made. To
be given over to materialism and security and
comfort is to become fat—and fatheaded. We
have, I'm afraid, become morally anesthetized.
For McGovern
By now you know that I am going to cast
my vote for Dee Huddleston for United States
Senator and George McGovern for President.
Both are Democrats, which might have just a
little influence in my voting, but as far as

1

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock

McGovern is concerned I am votingfor him
because I think he is a truly honest and decent man, although a candidate whose organizational travails may just defeat him, but
maybe not quite.
McGovern has been gaining significantly in the final days of the campaign, and if the
American public would allow themselves the
luxury of thinking for a few moments of the
real kind of America they want to live in.
then McGovern may be our next president.
No One Is Angry
In this light I was deeply impressed with
McGovern's way of life by a paragraph in one
of the national magazines I read while flying
to California.
The subject was a quote made by Mrs.
Eleanor McGovern, wherein she told an audience:
"One of my favorite quotations is from a
tomb of the EgyKan First Dynasty—`and no
one was angry enough to speak out.' We need
anger in this country. We need to speak out
against injustice."
Her quote follows the thinking of Jules
Loh, an Associated Press writer who said in
last Sunday's Courier-Journal: "What happened to moral outrage?"
And alas, I ask myself the same question . ?
The Day Will Come
Senator McGovern may not be the charismatic prophet needed for this day and this
time, sincere, honest and misunderstood
though he may be.
I shall vote for him because what is happening in our government is a moral outrage,
and I am quite happy to be perhaps one of the
last angry people I know around here.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sensing are the proud
parents of an eight pound, fourteen ounce son,
Jeffrey Don, born Wednesday, October 22, 1952
at'the Jones Hospital.

TWENTY YEARS AGO

Mr. and Mrs. Herb Drueding of Bangor,
FRIDAY,OCTOBER 31, 1952
• Maine, are the proud parents of a baby son,
Al T. Owens and John Bondurant, Demo- Michael, born on September 29, at the Dyer Field
cratic campaign chairman for Fulton County Hospital in Bangor. Mrs. Drueding is the daughwere vigorously winding up their full activities ter of the Rev. and Mrs. C. H. Warren.
in the county campaign today as both predict a
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
huge vote in the election to be held on November
4.
NOVEMBER 11, 1927
All citizens interested in securing a City
Park for Fulton are urged to attend a mass meeting to be held at the City Hall on Monday night,
November 3. The Park Commission, composed
of representatives from each of the local civic and
cultural groups, Will meet with the Fulton City
Council to discuss the project.

The city election was held Tuesday and the
following six candidates were elected .for seats
. on the council: W. S. Atkins, Joe Bennett, Paul
DeMyer, J. E. Hannephin, W. P. Murrell, and
L. S. Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt announce the
birth of a son born Sunday at their home in the
2 pounds.
/
suburbs.He weighed 101

Mrs. Vera Byrd and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Byrd have returned home from a two weeks' trip
Mr. and Mrs. Odel Bizzle entertained a number
to Arizona where they visited their son and brother, John Byrd and family, who live on Ft. of their relatives and friends with a six o'clock
Apache Indian Reservation. While there they birthday dinner last Saturday evening at their
visited the Indian school and villages on the home on Central Avenue.
Mesa, went sight-seeing at Grand Canyon, Painted Desert and Petrified Forest.
Beecher and Guy Finch visited Mr. and Mrs.
Malcolm John at Martin Sunday..

Attention, South Fulton High journalism
class! think that I have about mastered this
off-set printing. My years of cutting out
paper-dolls from the Sears-Roebuck Catalogue
have come in handy. You sure need good eyes
and steady hands. I think that I could now do
it all, except set up those ads, and I'm not really interested in learning that. Of course, I
haven't used the type-setter machine except
to set a couple of jumps, but it doesn't look so
hard . . . just sorta like a big type-writer.
Virginia Perry says its not too hard.
In The News shop, both the new and the
old methods of printing are used. Our heads
and ads are mostly set on the old linotype
machine. T. C. Taylor does that.
Sorry, I couldn't make the tour of the
WESTVACO plant and attend the luncheon
at Wickliffe Friday. But, we've sorta had the
flu at our house.
You should have seett how I arrived
home last Tuesday night. When I left the office, I was told to take home some food left
over from lunch. Jo had purchased five plates
from the Catholic Church bazaar. Before I
got to the house I was covered all over with
the all that gooey stuff .. so was my car!
Mr. and Mr;. C. A. Turner4analeVid
Mrs. Gene Moody have returned from a vacation trip to Datona Beach, Fla.
Articles submitted for consideration for the
Journal of the Jackson Purchase Historical
Society, must be edited in conformity with
the Modern Language Association Style
Sheet, according to Dr. Glenn C. Wilcox, Associate Professor of Communications, Murray State University, who is heading up the
project.
I assume that you have to use foot-notes,
etc. I had just as soon not have an article in
the Journal if I have to use foot-notes. They
are a pain in the neck.
Several Fulton men have returned from
a week of pheasant hunting in Platte, S. D.
They report good luck. This is an annual event
for them.
Among those making the trip were Aubrey Taylor, Paul Boyd, Arch Huddleston,
Monroe Luther, Ward Johnson, Howard Milam, William Stephens, Graddy Varden,
Woody Shelton and Mr. Adams.
Waitresses are in the position to radiate
much happiness. Sylvia Ward has always had
a big followirrg. People used to go where
Sylvia worked just to 'be cheered up by her
friendly chatter.
A waitress can cause a meal—or a day—
to be pleasant one.
On one trip to Florida we were fortuhate
by having friendly waitresses, service station
attendants and motel clerks. We had an enjoyable trip.
There are some people who don't go to
restaurants just for the food—or coffee—but,
to be with other people, and in some cases, a
waitress is the only person some people have
to talk with.
Over the years, Fulton and South Fulton
have been fortunate in having many friendly
waitresses. And I have always been thankful.
I know they have to put up with a lot
from the public, for I have worked as a waitress, myself. I've always enjoyed going to
restaurants and it is a pleasure to have a nice,
friendly waitress serve me.

We called my sister, Sue, in L. A. Sunday
night late and sbe had just arrived home from
the airport. She and her husband had spent a
week up in Montana, and Don—he's her husband—stayed on to go hunting With friends.
The First Marine Division of the United
,
to get an antelope. He hunted there
States Marine Corps announces that Pfc. Marion
Dr. Cohn and Dr. Wright of Fulton brough01114gt year. They drove up, making stops at San
G. Suiter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oakley Suiter, Dr. Rivers of Paducah out to see Jesse Moore last
Francisco and Lake Tahoe, then Sue flew
Route 2, Water Valley has arrived in Korea to. week. Jesse is getting along nicely and will likely
(Continued on page 8)
serve with the First Marine Division. • .
Rot be necessary to operate.
•
•
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James Everett
To Speak At
Woman's Club
Members of the Fulton Woman's Club are reminded that
the November meeting scheduled for Friday, November 3,
at the Club home, will be an
evening meeting, 7:30 p.m. instead of the usual afternoon
meeting.
The Junior Department is
the hostess group and will be
In charge of the program. They
plan to present as guest speaker
James M. Everett, Vocational
Instructor in the Agriculture
Department of Fulton County
High School. Mr. Everett camp
to Fulton County High School
after valuable experiences as
Area Extension Specialist In
Horticulture under the direction
of the University of Kentucky.
He will discuss a topic of timely
interest, •Gardening Idea for
Winter". Mrs. Everett, formerly instruetor of Biology in
Hickman County High School,
Clinton, Kentucky, will accompany her husband as guest of
the Junior Department.
Members of all departments
of Fulton Woman's Club are
reminded that the Ways and
Means Committee need your
recipes for the cookbook to be
prepared for the Club, and you
are urged to bring or send them,
this week, to the Committee or
to one of the officers of the
Club.

Roger Jones
Honored With
Reunion Dinner

Robert Burrow, Cathy McKinney
Named Best All-Around At SF
As a Senior, he was elected
president of hie class, again,
lettered in varsity football and
was a member of the Annual
staff.
Burrow is a member of the
Beta Club, the English Club,
Letter Club and the Student
Council. He has been a member of the Beta Club, three
years, Student Council, four
years, Pep Club, two years and
English Club, two years.
He is a member of the First
Baptist Church In Fulton.
Miss McKinney, 1'7, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B.
Gene McKinney of Route 3,
South Fulton.
During her Freshman year
Most Sophisticated, Tommy she was president of her class,
Wright and Debbie Larkin; a member of the varsity basketMost Ambitious, Mike Brown ball team, and received the
and Susan Bloodworth; Most Junior FAA degree, and as a
Athletic, Bob Winston and Pam Sophomore she was vice-presiHurt; Wittiest, Glenn Green and dent of her class, was FHA
Deborah Blythe; Most Cour- chapter vice-president, and reteous, Dan Bondurant and Lynn, ceived the Chapter FHA degree.
i As a Junior she served as
Powell; Best Personality, Tom.
Taylor and Priscilla Winston; FHA state Officer, secretary
of
the Studen Council, received
Most Handsome and Prettiest,
Dale House and Debbie Gregory; the State FHA degree, was
Most Feminine and Mascpltne, elected to the Society of OutKathy Sergerson
and
Joe standing American High School
She was also an
Walker; Most Studious, James Students.
honor student and served as
Mathias and Carol Nabors.
historian of the Obion SubBurrow is the son of Mr. Region FHA and attended the
Route
J.
T.
Burrow
of
National FHA convention
at
and Mrs.
He is 17. Kansas City.
5, South Fulton.
During her Senior year she
During his Freshman year, he
was vice-president of his class was vice-president of her class,
and lettered in varsity football; president of the Student Counduring his Sophomore year, he cil, served as assistant editor
served as president of his class, to the 1973 Devilier and mainlettered In varsity football and tained
a 4.0 grade in high
was elected Class Favorite. school.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moss,
During his Junior year, BurShe has been a member of
row was vice-president of his the Beta Club, three years, Route 4, Hickman, announce
the
engagement and approaching
class, lettered in varsity foot- the FHA, four years, the Stuball, was elected to attend Boy's dent Council, four years, Pep marriage of their daughter,
State, and to the •Society of Out- Club, two years, English Club, Virginia Lee to Richard N.
Henson, son of Mrs. Bobby
standing American High School two years.
Students."
He was an honor
She is a member of the South Scott of Cadiz and Mr. Rollie
Henson, Jr. of Kirksey, Kenstudent.
Fulton Baptist Church.
tucky.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs David
Kellogg, Route 4, Hickman, and
Mrs. Zoma Moss and the late
W. H. Moss of Fulton.
Mr.Henson's grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs.Rollie Henson,Sr.
of Paducah and Mr. and Mrs.
Solon Wyatt of Benton.
Miss Moss is a 1970 graduate
of Fulton County High School
and received an Associates De-

The South Fulton High School's
Senior Who's Who for 1972-73
has been selected and Robert
Burrow and Cathy McKinney
were named "Best All Around'.
Others named were—Moet
Talented, Bennett Chambers
Most
and Rannah Wheeler;
Dependable, Philip Wiley and
Sue Holloway; Best Dressed,
Donnie Crews and Susan Hale;
Most Likely to Succeed, Dan
Cunningham and Marilyn Lawson; Flirtiest, Sonny Shepher
and Ginger Fields; Friendliest,
Bill Gray and Rose Gattis;
Loudest
and Quietest, Greg
Rose and Wilma Cloys; Best
Sport, Tommy Austin and Kathy
Whitlock.

BARBARA TEMPLETON, dressed up as a "Big Bird", Is
shown wheeling Mrs. Leona McIntyre down the hall to the big
Halloween Party at Haws Memorial Nursing Home Tuesday
morning at 10:30. Mrs. Templeton is Director of Social Activities at the horn..

•One little, two little, three loween costumes to the delight
of the patients. Several guests
little witches
and children were on hand and
Fly over haysticks
helped make the party more fun.
Fly over ditches
A special thanks to Mrs. Lester
Slide
down
the
moon
with
The following students from
.Patrick, Lou and Mrs. Robert
out any hitches
Fulton County are enrolled at
Heigh Ho, Halloween's here' O'Neal and her son for helping.
the University of Kentucky
Each patient wore a Halloween
Russell Wayne Anderson,
We had a heigh ho good time shoulder pin to the party and
William M. Campbell, Mary
Helen Dunn, Edward Lee Engel, at our Halloween party, Tues- was given a bag of goodie
"treats."
Jr., Stephen Fly, John Daniel day morning at Haws.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Merrell
Those attending were Mes:
Hales, Jr., Avery Lee Hancock,
were
special
guests
at
our
Hal- Helen Tyler, Gertie Hardin,
David Kim Homra, Lloyd RichHattie
Hill, Lela Hastings, Lilloween
gala.
Bob
Merrell,
fidard Jones, Ann Fields Mahan,
Mark Lane Owens, James E. dler, certainly entertained the lian Atkins, Leonia McIntyre,
Pawluktewicz, John Thomas patients with his music, jokes Josie Moser, Lillie Work, Maud
Brunswick, Odle Mae Curry,
Reed, Robert Stanley Scates, and friendliness.
The party was held in the Effie Winter, Mattie Johnson,
Jerry Mac Sublette, Donna G,
Effie Williams, Versa Hopkins,
Wall, Janet Grey Williamson large dining-room, where witNina Alexander, Lucille Cavite
and Thomas Lynn Williamson, ches, black cats, ghosts and
Dora
Lingle, Cora Gilbert, Etta
all of Fulton; Nancy Ann Taylor goblins carried out the holiday
of Crutchfield; Amy Laura Bon- motif. The delicious arama of Stevens, Carrie Tucker, Opal
dura.nt, Lucy BurrusBondurant, spiced tea filled the dining- Jones, Clara Casey, Edna
Johnson, Kathy room and lured a large group McCarthy, Lena McAlister,
Ruth
Jane
mabry, James Bronaugh Major, for the festivities. Deliciously Margaret Haney, Leona KeaGeorge, Ruth
Charlotte Ellen Sanger, Joseph decorated cupcakes and hot tea thing, Nora
Rogers, Nell Bennett, Elsie
Davis Sanger, Thomas P.Turn- ,were served from a gaily draped
•
Williams, Mary Dowdy, Mildred
bow, Jack Wayne Watts, and table.
Members of the staff served Luten, Ora Thompson, Lena
David Grant Westbrook, all of
Cashon,
refreshments,
Maggie Summerville,
dressed
in
HalHickman.
Myrtle Temple and AdaHargan.
Also attending were Mr.
Francis Wood, Harry George,
Dennis door, Clarence Davis,
Van RatclIff, Ste Stark, Robert
Johnson, Walter Stovall, Walter
Gibson, Joseph Cheniae and E.
W. Crider.
"When I started to play, I cousin of the famous Henry
had a double chin. Not know- Clay, lives with his wife on
ing which to put my fiddle Park Road in Fulton.
under, I decided to place It
Being only five feet, one
between my knees,'said Robert Inch in height, he Jokes about
Hunt Merrell, as he readied his size.
himself to entertain at the an*When my brother was born
nual Halloween Party Tuesday they stood him in fertilizer,
The Cumberland Presbytermorning at Haws Memorial so that he would grow, but ian Church ladles will have a
when I came along they didn't Bazaar on November 11, beNursing Home.
"Mr. Bob", as he is affection- have any,' he laughingly told ginning at 9 a.m. and continuing
ately called by all his friends, this reporter.
to 5 or 6 p.m.
Robert Burrow and Cathy
Mr. Merrell worked for the
has been playing the fiddle
Barbecue, cakes and pies and
since he was seven or eight I. C. Railroad from 1924 to gift items will be for sale.
years of age. His father and 1934, then farmed until 1942. Everyone is invited to attend.
grandfather played the instru- For twenty-two years he was
caretaker
at Fairview and
ment before him.
•Mr. Bob' will be eighty- Greenlee Cemeteries in Fulton.
The talented fiddler is also
years-old on December 3. He
The annual fall hike day in
plays by ear, having taught him- a magician, among other things,
At 11:45, September 28, the
Between the
and a very interesting conver- TVA's Land
self to play.
Council had
Lakes will be held on Satur- South Fulton Student
•T am a fiddler, instead of sationist.
its first meeting with the new
a violinist," the Fulton man
He has two daughters, Mrs, day, November in. 'Fhe public officers. They are as follows:
said. *A violinist plays better,* Imogene Elam of Belflower, is invited to enjoy the wide va- Cathy
McKinney, president;
he continued.
California, and Mrs. Leon R. riety of trails that range from Carol Nabors, vice-president;
Mr. Merrell is no anateur (Hallie Mae) Boulton of Fulton. 1/8 mile to 17 miles in length.
Ginger Fields, secretary; Lisa
by any means, for he used to There are three grandchildren Ail age gnoups are urged to Butler, treasurer; and Brenda
entertain a lot and played at and five great-grandchildren in pi:rticipate in the full day of Colyer, reporter.
dances. He even won fiddler's the family.
activities and to enjoy the Tall
The first subject discussed
contests.
Mr. Merrell is a member of scenery and
abundance of
was the litter between the Dairy
Mr. Merrell, who is a third the Church of Christ.
wildlife n the
Queen, K and N, and the school.
Robert Burrow was placed in
charge of checking the routine
for the removal of the litter
in the barrels. Brenda Colyer
is to make a schedule for each
homeroom to pick up litter
during the homeroom period.

Engagement Of Virginia Moss
To Richard Henson Is Told

Obion Hospital
Employes Are
Honored Here

Bob Merrell, 80, Entertains
As Fiddler At Party For Aged

McKinney, Bost All Around

South Fulton Student Council
Has Meeting, Elects Officers

Bowl. This year we decided
to liven up the routine and by
doing so Lisa Butler was nominated as chairman. Definite
plans have not been made but
will be released at a later time.
The idea of a Spring Festival
was then discussed. Representatives from the Student Council plan to meet with Principal
Virgil Yates to discuss and
make plans.
Next in line for the Student
Council was the lack of school
spirit.
Co-chairmen, Carol
Nabors and Ginger Fields, will
arrange for each class to sponsor a skit. The winning class
will receive money for itsclass
funds. Hopefully this will revive
advisor
from
our
the school spirit.
We were told
Mrs. Paul Blaylock described
Mrs. Paul Blaylock, that the
Student Council must be in the purpose and duties of each
charge of the students during of the members. Everyone was
Schedules touched by the warmth of the
the 10:30 break,
for hall patrol will be made at speech stating her feelings of
the students and their problems.
a later date.
The meeting was adiourned at
Our next topic for discussion 1:30.
was our annual High School Brenda Colyer, Reporter

The News wishes Happy
Birthday to the following persons:
November 2--K. Rick Dalton,
Peggy Gilbert, Ann Williams
Carter;
November
3--Jess
Dowdy, Scott Ferguson, Danny
Ray Zinkafoose, Don Elkins;
November 4—Susan Cardwell,
Chris
Jones,
Danny Joe
McGuire, Jamie Gorman, Boots
Adams;
November 5--Steve
Babb, Allene Howard, Mrs.
Robert Snyder; November 6-Lucretia Reams, Myra B. Bondurant, Lloyd Kelly, November
7--David
Speight,
Vyron
Mitchell; November 8—Beverly
Bizzle Shore, Mrs. Artence
Barclay, Phyllis Campbell and
Sherrill Olive.

A family reunion dinner in
honor of Roger B. Jones of New
Mexico was held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Wess Jones,
Route 4, Sunday evening. Roger
had not been home in approximately three years and his
sister, Mrs. Wess Jones decided
to have the party due to his return.
Those who attended the dinner
were: Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Jones of Fulton; Mr. and Mrs.
Thelbert Jones and Emma it,
Morris of Hickman; Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip Jones of Cayce,
Mr. and Mrs.Ray mond C Jones
and family; Mr. and Mrs.Jerry
Jones and nephew; and Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas E. Jones and
family of Fulton.
After dinner guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Allen and
Russell Jones. Roger is making
an extended visit here with his
family from Roswell, New Mexico.
Although several persons
were unable to attend due to
illness, those who were present enjoyed the renunion, renewing
old memories
and
exchanging recent happenings.

Mrs. Ralph Puckett was hostess to her hi-weekly bridge club
last Thursday night. The group
met at the home of Mrs. Carl
Puckett.
The hostess served spiced tea,
carrot cake and an assortment
of Halloween candy. The Halloween motif was carried out in
the decorations and the color
scheme.
Those attending were--Mrs.
Bob McKnight, Mrs. H. H. Giles,
Mrs. Patti Forrest, Mrs. Cecil
Wade, Mrs. C. H. Newton, Mrs.
iC. D. Jones and two guests,
Mrs. Wendel Wade and Mrs.
Alma Wade.

-Eight
FULTON, Ky.,
employes of the Obion County
General Hospital were awarded
at a special dinner at the Holiday Inn here Saturday night for
their 20 years of service to the
hospital.
The hospital is located in Union City, Tenn. The employes
were Mrs. Elizabeth Eysman,
Mrs. Madge Ashby, Mrs. Irene
Caudle, Mrs. Hattie Pearl John9011, Mrs. Lucille Meadow s,
Mrs. Mary Shore, Mrs. Ida
Turner and Mrs. Ada Vaughn.
Other hospital employes who
have worked there for five, 10
and 15 years also were honored.
Approximately 107 staff members were presented with gold
pins and certificates.
Jerry C. Taylor, hospital administrator, presided at the dinner. The Obion County hospital
opened Oct. 20, 1950.

Dear Ann- My son is 38, unmarried and lives in another
city. I get two weeks vacation a year and for the past
several years I've gone to visit
him. I do not stay in his apartment, however. I have a brother
in that city who wants me to
stay with him.
The problem I am writing
about is making me sick. My
son's apartment is so filthy
I can't describe it.
When I
tell you he has six-month -old
magazines and papers stacked
up, you can believe it. I don't
see how a person can live in
such filth.
Apple cores, banana peels, beer bottles, dried
out plants, clothes hanging on
the arms of chairs, on door
knobs, on the floor.
On my last visit my son
asked me not to clean his apartment because he "knows where
everything is.*
He said the
last time I cleaned up his place
he couldn't find some bills and
important papers.
Well, I Just couldn't stand the
mess so I went to work and
tidied the place up. When he
came home he was furious. The
next day he would not answer
the door to let me in nor would
he speak to me on the phone.
When I left town he didn't even
say goodbye. What did I do
that was so wrong? How can
I reestablish
communication
without crawling back on my

A Key Club has been organized
at South Fulton High School.
The charter eves signed by the
16 members present, plus Floyd
Dedmon and Waite Earles, local
Two
gree in business from Freed- Kiwanis Club officers.
Hardeman College in 1972.
Principal
faculty members,
Mr. Henson is a 1967 grad- Virgil Yates and Kerry Curling,
uate of Benton High School and also signed the charter.
a 1911 graduate of Murray State
Officers are: Mike Brown,
University and is presently em- president; Steve Waldrop, viceployed by the Fulton County president;
Charles
Elliott,
school system as Junior High secretary-treasurer; and Allen
Coach and physical education Dedmon. reporter.
teacher at Hikcman Elementary
School No. I.
The wedding
will be at
3:30 o'clock on the afternoon
of December 22nd at the Hickman Church of Christ. The
reception will be at the home of
Mr, and Mrs. Albert Moss
immediately following the ceremony. All friends and relatIves
are invited to attend the wedThere will be a Program ding and reception.
Planning
Workshop Sunday
afternoon, November 5 , for
United Methodist Women at
Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church, starting at 2:00, Mrs.
Leo Davis of Henry, Tennessee,
vice -president of the Paris
District United Methodist Women, will present the new program book, •Live A New Life."
In observance of the fifNew ideas and new interpretatieth wedding anniversary of tions will be given. She will be
their parents Mr. and Mrs. assisted by the 4 People ProPhil Porter, Carol and Philip grammers: Mrs. Harold PewItt
with Philips wife of the Fulton Area, Mrs.Robert
Porter
Louise and children Philip Hill of the Murray Area, Mrs.
and Shelby entertained mem- Ell Meador of the Martin Area
bers of the family and a few and Mrs. Glen Hill of the Paris
close friends at a lucheon Area. All interested women are
Invited and the vice-president
on Thursday, October 12. The
and members of the Program
affair was held at the Holiday
Committee of each unit are
Inn, in Fulton.
urged to attend.
Out of town guests were:
Good Shepherd United MethoMr. and Mrs. C.T. Penne- dist Church is located five miles
baker and the Rev. and Mrs. south east of Murray, Kentucky,
James Purdue of Memphis, just off of Highway 121.
Dr. and Mrs. T.F, Wahyne of
TO HAVE FAMILY NIGHT
Lexington.
Other guests were Mr. and
Members of Roberts Lodge
Mrs. D.J. Craddock and Mrs.
No. 172, F. and A. M. and Eastern Star Chapter No. 41 are
R.T. Griffey of Clinton.
having Family Night, Nov, 9,
— —
HAS SURGERY
at the Lodge Halt All memMrs. Dorothy Douglas, local bers are expected for the potpolicewoman, underwent surg- luck meal and the excellent
ery at Ililiview Hospital last program planned.
week.

Workshop To
Be Nov.5 At
Good Shepherd

Porters' Celebrate
50th Wedding
Anniversary Here

Southern lege girl who got into the habit
of hitch-hiking—said it was a
great way to save money. She
Dear Mother: My advice is to hitched from home to college for
leave your son alone for a few three years and nothing hapmonths, then write to him about pened, in spite of warnings from
an unrelated matter. Make no her parents and friends. Then
reference to the unfortunate in- one night she got into scar with
cident.
a middle-aged man who seemed
What you did 'wrong" was to pleasant and fatherly. He drove
ignore his request that you off to a side road and raped her.
leave his apartment as it was.
Please tell your readers who
A 38-year-old r11111 has the are sure that nothing bad can
right to live as he pleases. happen to them, to carry a
Next time stay out of his apart- ballpoint pen when they hit the
ment. Ask him to meet you at road. It will come in handy to
your brother's place.
What Jot down on an arm or leg the
you don't see won't bother you. license number of the car. They
Dear Ann Landers:
I am a will then be able to give the
guy 19. My girl is 18. She's a police a clue when they recite
nifty dish and has her head to- the horror story later., ---J.B.
gether but when it comes to
Thank you for a
pucker power she registers Dear J.B.
zero. To put it bluntly, kissing useful suggestion. A better one
is
not
to
get
In the car in the
her Is like kissing a cement
first place.
wall.
I don't want to hurt her feelConfidential to Needing A
ings so I pretend I'm being sent.
For The Libido: Not
Maybe if you print this in your Lift
always.
In fact alcohol often
column she'll take the hint. --works
just the opposite. It
Osculation Needs Resuscitation
removes the inhibitions, which
In Ohio
can be helpful, but alcohol is a
depressant
and it teen make sex
Dear Os- That chick could use
a little light instruction, Buster. impossible.
Invite her to be a participant
Is pot a drug? Can L.S.D.
instead of a spectator. She'll
and pills open new worlds for
get the message.
you/ Stop guessing. Get the
Dear Ann I,anders: I noted with facts in Ann Landers'new bookinterest the letter from the col- let, "Straight Dope On Drugs.'

•GOOD 1/Pliamos
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Ws. MillmlamWaslIrook

and Mrs. Ernest Owens, Como,
Lake Odessa, Michigan.
and Mrs. Donnie Davis,
and Mrs. Loyd Watkins Mr.
Mr.
Lee
Rev.
had
Good Springs
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
to join campers' Mr. and
children.
Scott to conduct the worship went
last week Watkins and
A Mrs. Duren McCall
service Sunday morning.
deserted.
camp
Dukedom
Homemakers met
the
found
but
thought from his message was
Lisa the little daughter of with Mrs. William* Roberts
that every person in the world
Watkins
an all day meetLarry
for
Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs.
is seeking God, but they want
was rushed to Hillview Hospital ing. Candles were made by
to accept Christ on their own
Thursday evening with an in- several members and everyone
terms. Attendance is holding
testinal. She is home and im- enjoyed the lunch and fellowup well during this interim
ship.
proved.
without a pastor.
Two new babies arrived In
Mr. Walter Williams is not
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell spent
recently, Mr.
family
Watkins
as well as usual.
a few days last week with her
Larry Watkins a boy
Mrs.
and
IlliNeoga,
daughter, Ruth, at
named Scottie and Mr.and Mrs. Jeter Bowlin returned home
nois.
Bill Young a son named Mark after surgery at Lourdes HospiMr. and Mrs. Huel Wright
Brian. Grandparents are Mr. tal and is making good recovery,
went to Evansville and Owensand
Mrs. Violet O'Brian visited
and Mrs. Loyd Watkins
boro last week to attend the
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Watkins. her daughter Mrs. Betty Stepeditheir
enter
dog shows and
the
at
died
Cole
I.
and family over the weekwart
Louis
Mr.
gree dogs.
home of his daughter in Nash- end.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Roberts
8:30.
Hill man Westbrook was reville Friday evening at
had as their guests for the week
Funeral and burial was held turned to his home by ambulance
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Buchanan,
the
attending
Tuesday from Madison
Those
last
Mrs. there.
Kentucky,
Franklin,
were his County General Hospital after
son, funeral from here
and
Canter
Frances
er and families, Mr. a three week stay there and is
Mrs. Bert Pruett, stepdaught
Darrell,
and Mrs. Loyd Watkins, Mr. still critically III.
Nashville, and Hiram Williams

tote
of
111,UCXY

South Fulton Red Devils Qualify
For Tennessee State Play - Offs
South Fulton High School
has been notified by the TSSAA
that the Red Devils have qualified for the state football playoffs by virtue oftheir eighth win
of the season Saturday night
against °Won Central.
Coach Terry Beadles' Devils
have an unblemished record in
the Reelfoot Conference, with
eight straight wins. Their only
loss was to Heath. a West
WEATHER REPORT
(From surreM readings and
records of Jim Hal*, South
Fulton.)
Precip.
Date High Low
'
OCTOBER 1972
60
38
78
1
00
44
80
2
00
50
84
3
.01
60
ft5
4
00
52
86
5
.04
65
84
.03
49
68
7
.00
41
78
8
00
52
76
9
.00
45
86
10
00
57
82
11
01
60
84
12
02
...
62
74
13
20
60
72
14
04
49
75
15
05
52
82
16
02
54
77
17
1.85
40
62
18
00
34
51.
19
00
33
66
20
00
45
70
21
49
57
73
22
00
50
71
23
01
.
.
44
50
24
00
42 ,
50
25
00
32
64
26
1.23
52
63
27
06
50
56
28
48
02
02
29
44
30
62
58
31
1.75
58
74

filled with colorful landscapes in one of the
nine Kentucky State Resort Parks that are open all
winter. Yea, even when the snow Ries, big open
hearths await you, along with folk singing,
professional entertainment and many other planned

TO CARRY OPERA

ROBERTS RETIRES
Shelby Roberts, Illinois Central ,Uulf labor foreman, and
w011 known South Fulton resident, retired last week after
23 years service with the company and plans now to fish and
travel.
MICHIGAN VISITORS
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Taylor
had guests last week from Mt.
Clemens, Mich.

WKMS-FM, the voice rif Murray State University, will carry
broadcasts direct from the
stage of New York City'a !famed Motropokitan Opera House
for the third successive season beginning December 9. Dr.
Ray IfIcifieid, chairman of the
department of communications
at Murray State, said the
campus radio station wilt air
the series monsored by Texaco, Inc., on Saturdays through
April 21, 1973,

Take a weekend soon...or plan a cozy weekend later
...seasons change in Kentucky, but the fun stays on!
For reuneetions, call TOLL-FREE from anywhere m Kentucky
1400-372-2961. For more Kentucky travel onformatIon. write

TRAVEL, DEPT.KP, FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 40601

VOTE TUESDAY

Sample Ballot

AFTER MARKING YOUR BALLOT

Election. Tuesday. November 7. 1972

DON'T PUSH THEM BACK
Med* 04. 151. he Tat sad Own ewe tor N.

Leen ls•In U Voisi
With Crews Show* ti• ml.• • •

Dave Hutchins, Delores Iiivans, Brenda Lewis, Joanna
Roberts, Dorothy Douglas, all
of South Fulton; Wanda Webb,
Barbara Gilbert, of Fulton;
Wilma Lewis, Union City; Jane
Mathis, Lynnville; Mary Ann
Harris, Dukedom; and Norma
Ambers, Hickman.
Doctors cite gains in niar
row transplants.
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Catharine
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for the wholenei
everything for t
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the confirmed o
seeking new vc
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gardener to be.
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HILLVIEW HOSPITAL

GREYGALLOWS,
Michaels. Undo
was a teeming
contrasts.and er
lovely Lucy Car
the answer to a c
aunt removed he
cluded boarding
she had spent
since she had I
•you are an he
Russell told her
of-factly, sand
were presented
properly marrie
of dressmakers
and balls began.

activities to make your visit memorable.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER

The following persons were
patients in local hospitals this
week
FULTON HOSPITAL
Nettie Marlar, Bill Browning,
Atha E. Burton, Joe Fly, Janice Hobbs, C. E. Hoodenpyle,
Louise Killebrew, Elizabeth
Shepherd, Bev Rout, Annie
Murdaugh, Beulah Neeley, all
of Fulton, Mrs. Leva Hamilton,
Darlene
Janis
Alexander,
Mrs. Joe Clapp,
Beadles,
George Garmon, Leona Hamilton, Janet Long, Eliza!' Sneed,
Sarah Rushton, Cathay Owens,
all of South Fulton, Rebecca
Leath, Lovie Jobe, James B.
Lafoon, Clifton Short, Christine McMorris, Lucy Rob0Y,
all of Water Valley, W. C.
Morrison, Route 3, Martin,
Rayritond Champion, Route 4,
Fulton, William Halterman,
Hickman, Effie Johnson, Mayfield, Mable Smith, Clinton.

THE INSIDE Sla
Better Golf, by A
Says August Dar
viewed the hun
lessons I took w
much, the bales (
lion articles th
much, and the c
I practiced wi
much of a useful
reflected on what
took me from tt
a game closer
result of that ref
this book is all a

Don't settle down yet for the winter!
Spend a few warm, sunny days

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Atwill of Crutchfield, Kentucky,
announce the birth of•daughter, Saturday, October 28, at
County General
Obion
the
Hospital, Union City.

Ifitherel 11

ROSP1TAL NEWS

Here are some
books at the
Library this wee

Mr. and Mrs. Rudell Hiyens, South Fulton, announce
the birth of an eight pound,
11 ounce daughter at 3 a.m.
October 30, at Hillview Hospital.

BISHOP FINGER

Rumfelt, G
Seek Re-El

FULTON'

Hello World

The Dyersburg, Paducah and
Districts of the Memphis
Kentucky Conference team, in Paris
Conference of the United Methothe season opener.
sponsored a special
Principal Virgil Yates an- dist Church
honoring Bishop and Mrs.
nounced that South Fulton will event
Finger, Jr. of the Nashplay unbeaten Lake County, H. E.
area upon their return
ranked 15th in Tennessee, in ville
area for the third quadthe quarter-finals. The game to the
The special event was
will be played at Union City's renium.
First United Methodist
Memorial Stadium on Friday, held at
Church in Fulton on Monday,
November 17.
30, at 7:30 p.m.
South Fulton is ranked 25th October
There was a special service
in the Tennessee High School
of the church
sanctuary
the
out of about 500 in
standings
at 7:30 p.m. in which three
schools.
persons representing the three
Advance sale of tickets is. districts spoke words of welunderway at the local come
now
and appreciation for
Mrs. Finger.
and
school and at all three local Bishop
banks. Advance tickets will be Bishop Finger then addressed
adults.
and
$1.50 for students
the group.
Tickets at the game will be
Following the service in the
$2.50 each,
sanctum/ a special reception
The Red pevils, coached,bY _was helerin the Fellowship Hall
Tbrhy Beacntrs am:Merry Mir- of the church.
ling, boast their best record
since 1966 when a SF team
COME BACK AGAIN
coached by Charlie Akers had
Mrs. R. P. Westpheling, Sr.
a 10-1 season and defeated Milan
Missouri has rein the Jaycee Bowl in Milan of St. Joseph,
turned to her home after
in a post-season game.
in
The Red Devils met Dres- spending several weeks
den there Friday night in the Fulton with her sons Pant and
lOrn and their families.
final game of the season.

The two men,
and Mike Ruddle,
at the lodge on
October 24, when I
Police stared a ri
in response to
plaints of slot in
premises.

State Resort Parks

v§:w.mmago

Bishop Honored
Here Monday

Fines totaling i
assessed Friday
Hickman by Intim
James Menees
Hickman men anc
Moose Lodge.

This year tl
unchallenged mei
Fulton County /
They are Kaye
of Joe Rumfelt
two daughters an
Rumfelt is a nurs
County Hospital
woman on the 1
school board.
Doyle Wayne
son of Mrs. Do
Fulton and the
George, former
Hickman. He fa
County and is n
former Miss Sue
Hornbeak. The
two young daught,

Come
als
have been selected to compete in fixe quatter-fin
mark of 7-0 and • season mark of II-1,
THE SOUTH FULTON RED DEVILS, with a perfect conference
are:
squad
November 17. Members of the
of State playoffs at Union City High School football field on
Rose, Robert Burrow.
Crews, Greg Bondurant, Bob Winston, Greg
BOTTOM ROW (I to r) — Sonny Shepherd, Mike Brown, Donnie
Williams.
Donald
Duke,
Marshall
Wiley,
Pruett, Philip
2ND ROW: Tommy Wright, Gray Johns, Jo* Walker, Keith
Marcus Rose.
Richard Parham, A11011 Dedmon, Brad Coley,
3R0 ROW: Dennis Burke, Carl Mathias, Steve Waldrop,
Ray Guthrie, Steve Atkins.
Johnson,
Ray
Johnson,
Edgar
Misher,
4TH ROW: Mike Center, Tommy Kelly, David Reeder, Arthur
Maddox.
Cecil
Atkins,
Terry
Wilkerson, Terry Guthrie,
TOP ROW: Floyd Staggs, Terry Colyer, Kirk Coley, Steve
(Additional Story On Page 2, Second Section.)
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LIGHTLY. He
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New York we:
thralling piaci
I'll bet it still
free next summ
And she
It.'
herself and het
panion on a se
dons through
of the fabled ci
the beaten path
that interested

GOLDENROD,
Jesse Gifford
bronco rider
trampled him
pelvis. During
of recuperatio
fear not deal
humiliation, as
again. When
for another,
rider, he facec
loved him mo
love himself s
admire him s
man story.

Complete
Plasm]
See

1, Dee Langford, Clerk of the Fulton County Court, certify that
the above is a copy of the ballot on the face of the voting Imachinils
in Fulton City precincts 2, 4, 6 and 8, to be voted on in the general
election November 7, 1972.

DEE LANGFORD
Canty Curl Clerk

us for

Your It=
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Fulton
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stay there and is
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Fines Assessed After Raid By
State Police On Hickman Club
Fines totaling $1,100.00 were
assessed Friday morning at
Hickman by Fulton County Judge
James Menees against two
Hickman men and the Hickman
Moose Lodge.

According to State Police
Detective Joe Hill, who organ
ized the raid, he had received
several complaints of gambling
machines and had had the lodge
under investigation for about
two weeks.
The two men, Henry Kelley
On the night of the raid, Hill,
and Mike Ruddle, were arrested along with State Police Sergeant
at the lodge on Tuesday night, Gary Getton and Tooper Gary
October 24, when Kentucky State Smith, confiscated five slotPolice staged a raid on the club, machines from the bar room of
in response to Several com- the club, and arrested Ruddle,
plaints of slot machines on the the bartender and Kelley, an
premises.
officer and ex-Governor of the
club. Both were charged with
setting up and operating a gambling machine.
Kelley and Huddle entered
pleas of guilty before Judge
Menees Friday to a reduced
charge of permitting gambling
This year there are two on the premises.
unchallenged members to the
Kelley and Huddle were fined
Fulton County school board. $900.00 each and Judge Menees
They are Kaye Rumfelt, wife levied an additional $500.00
of Joe Rumfelt and mother of- against the club itself.
two daughters and a son. Mrs.
The five confiscated slotRumfelt is a nurse at the Obion machines, one a nickel machine,
County Hospital and the only one dime machine, two quarter
woman on the Fulton County machines and one half-dollar
school board.
machine, were ordered emptied
Doyle Wayne George is the of money. The money will be
son of Mrs. Doyle George of forfeited to the state, according
Fulton and the late Doyle to law.
A destruction order
George, former resident of for the machines was withheld
Hickman. lie farms in Fulton temporarily by Judge Menses,
County and is married to the due to other agencies conducting
former Miss Sue Hutchinson of investigations into the lodge,
Hornbeak. The Georges have as the result of the seizure and
two young daughters.
the possibility that the machines

Rumfelt, George
Seek Re-Election

FULTON'S

arks
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Coirmer

• winter!
fly days
ne of the
open all
big open
singing,
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•morable.
end later
stays on!
re 1/1 KOMUCky.

.rmatlon,

CKY 40601

Anticipating that it will process approximately nine billion
pieces of holiday mall, the U.S.
Pos*al Service has announced
recommended
the following
deadlines for mailing 1972
Christmas Packages and Cards.
October 27-Surface mail to

would be used as evidence in
future proceedings.
Hill would not comment on
as to what other agencies were
investigating, nor would he give
any indication as to the owner of
the machines. Hill said his investigation disclosed that the
slot-machines had been operating in the Hickman club for
club.
approximately four months.

Compare with Care
Much has been said about leadership in the
present campaign. Everyone agrees it is an
issue. Because it is an issue, we believe a close
look at the kind of leadership each candidate
has given will be helpful in making an intelligent decision on whom you should support.

Governor Wendell H. Ford and Highway
Commissioner Charles Pryor, Jr. today announced a distribution of state aid funds to the cities
and urban areas of the Commonwealth. In Fulton County the distribution includes:
$14,703.06
Fulton
Each allocation provides funds
for the community's street and
road maintenance and improvement program. The new program, styled the Municipal Aid
Program by the Department of
Highways, becomes operative
July 1, 19'73, for the fiscal year
1973-74 which begins On that
date. The program is based on
one-half cent of the Commonwealth's motor fuel tax.
Distribution is being announced
at this time to allow local au-

Mrs. L. T. Caldwell

Gregg Sallee from Mempkis
GARDENING spent the week-end with asHere are some of the new CONTAINER
Mrs. Veneida
books at the Fulton Public OUTDOORS, by George Tal- grandmother,
oumis. Here is a practical, Moss.
Library this week:
•
Newman
Oscar
Mrs.
and
Mr.
an
to
guide
illustrated
richly
THE INSIDE SWING: Key to especially fascinating and ima- and son, Carlos, and wife of
Better Golf, by August F. Daro. ginative kind of outdoor garden- St. Louis vacationed recently
Says August Daro, •I have re- ing—with all kinds of plants in at Gatlinburg and the Smoky
viewed the hundreds of golf all kinds of containers. Well Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Moss
lessons I took without learning suited to the bury gardner's
much, the bales of golf instruc- needs and interests, gardening have returned from the Smoky
and are living in
Mountains
tion articles that didn't help in pots, boxes, tubs, urns and
baskets, it offers their new trailer home.
much, and the countless hours hanging
Mrs. Angie Jordan and
I practiced without building variety and mobility the year
mother of Kenton visited Mr.
much of a useful habit. Then I round, In city or country.
and Mrs. Ancll Jordan Sunday.
reflected on what happened that
We welcome In our midst
by
took me from the 100 class to OPERATION NEPTUNE,
a game closer to par.• The Christopher Nicole. While pur- Mr. and Mrs. David Wharton
result of that reflection is what suing his favorite hobby, sports (nee Nancy Matthews) and sons.
car racing in England, Johathan They have moved in their lovethis book is all about.
Anders is once again sent on a ly new home just off the highGREYGALLOWS, by Barbara seemingly simple assignment way north of here.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Pounds
Michaels. London in the 1840's for the Britishintelligence. The
was a teeming burly-burly of task of finding hidden notes on and family of South Fulton will
moving. In their new home
be
would
r sachet device ivtitch
contrasts'MA •excitem ent.••
lovely Lucy Cartwright, it was allow man to move as freely in the very near future. Their
the answer to a dream when her under water as he dais on land new dwelling is being construcaunt removed her from the se- is complicated by treacherous ted Just off the highway north
cluded boarding school where cave, over-zealous Irsh rebels, of here and on land formerly
she had spent the nine years an ex-Nazi scientist, and a owned by Charlie Ferrell.
The Friendship Club met
since she had been orphaned. deceptively beautiful Russian
In the wrong hands, recently in the home of Mrs.
'you are an heiress,' Lady agent.
In addition to
Holt.
James
Russell told her niece matter- British Intelligence reasons,
of-factly, -and it is time you this device might be used as a the club meeting, they also
were presented to society and weapon, rather than ass break- had a miscellaneous household
properly married." The whirl through in science for all man- shower for Mr. and Mrs. David
Parrish.
of dressmakers and shopping kind.

Mali(SAM) to Armed Forces in within the United States.
the Far East.
December II-Airmail GreetNovember 27-Space Available ings and Parcels to Armed
Mall(SAM) to Armed Forces in Forces in Europe.
Armed Forces in the Far East. Europe.
December 15-Surface greeting
December 2-International sur- cards within the United States.
November II-Surface and Space
Available Mall (SAM) to Armed face parcels to Canada and
December 18-International air
Forces in South and Central Mexico.
greetings to Africa, Europe,
December 9-Airmail Greet- Central and South America.
America and Africa. Surface
mall to Armed Forces in ings and Parcels to Africa, the
December 20-Airmail parcels
near East, The Far East.
Europe.
December 21-Airmail GreetDecember 10-Surface Parcels ings within the United States.
November 20-Space Available

U. S. SENATE RACE.

Fulton, Hickman To
Receive Road Funds

• McConnell News

BY LUCY DANIEL

An interesting relic was
brought to the Hickman Courier
office last week. •
Mrs. Dorothy Roper, 305
River View received a very
special silver spoon when she
was a little girl, Dorothy Is
the former Dorothy Moore,
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Moore. Her father
was a close friend of Rube
Waddell, one of the baseball
players who frequented Hickman with Joe Cantillon's ball

$13,789.21

Hickman

P-5 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, Nov. 2 1972

Suggested Mailing Deadlines
For Christmas Packages, Cards

Mrs. Dorothy Roper
given special spoon

thorities to begin planning the
first of their annual programs.
Governor Ford said, .1 have
long been concerned by the
mounting needs of Kentucky's
urban areas and the severe
limitations on their means of
meeting them. As a candidate
I promised to find some way
to help our cities deal with
their problems thru state aid.
As Governor I recommended
this program to the 1972 General
Assembly and saw appropriate
legislation passed."
Responsibility for managing
the program has been given to
the Department of Highways.
Commissioner Pryor said the
Department plans to developand
int,piement Municipal Aid Progra"ips for the various communities with personnel now
supervising the County Road Aid
and Rural Secondary Programs.
Deputy Commissionery Otto
Ingram will have specific responsibility.
The amount allotted each place
is determined by its population
as shown by the 1970 federal
census. All incorporated cities
are eligible to share as well as
unincorporated areas which the
census found to be urban in
character. Programs for unareas
urban
incorporated
having no name have their allotheir
of
name
the
cations in
county.

NUNN LEADERSHIP

HUDDLESTON LEADERSHIP
1968-72 — Supported and Sponsored
Legislation ELIMINATING SALES TAX
on Medicine, Farm Machinery and Food.

1968— Urged Legislation RAISING
SALES TAX on Medicine, Farm
Machinery and Food to 5 Percent.

1972 —Supported Legislation RAISING
University of Louisville to Full
Partnership in State University System.

1970 — VETOED Legislation Raising
University of Louisville to Full
Partnership in State University System.
1970— DEFEATED Legislation to
Protect Kentucky's Wild Rivers.

1972 Sponsored Legislation to
PROTECT Kentucky's Wild Rivers.

1970— VETOED Legislation to
REMOVE ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS
So Physically Handicapped Could Use
Public Buildings.

1970— Sponsored Legislation to
REMOVE ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS
So Physically Handicapped Could Use
Public Buildings.

1968-1971 —VETOED Every Bill Passed
to Bring ELECTION REFORM to
Kentucky.

1972 — Supported Legislation to Bring
ELECTION REFORM to Kentucky.

Elect

Dee Huddleston

It is the great end of education to raise ourselves
above the vulgar.'
.

United States Senator
because you can"

"Trust Him Kentucky

Ky.

Political Ad paid for by tbo Huddloston For Sonata Committee, 422 South 4111 Stroot,
Croorgo Spalding, Elizabethtown, Tracirrrrr

and balls began.

FOR BOARD

or
EDUCATION
IIIT.. I ITS
1,10..PINONN1
120114. 1..11/

IlUCTION

THE ORGANIC GARDENER, by
Foster.
Osgood
Catharine
Verwise
Here--out of a
monter's almost forty years'
experience planting and harvesting with profound respect
for the wholeness of nature- ls
everything for the organic gardener: not only basics for the
beginner searching for practical advice about natural foods
gardening, but also a whole
granary of wonderful ideas,
tested through the years, for
the confirmed organic gardener
seeking new ways and for the
middle-of-the-roader still undecided about what kind of
gardener to be.

Sample Ballot
Ideriion. Tuesday. November 7. 1972
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I, Dee Langford, Clerk of the Fulton County Court, certify that
the above is a copy of the ballot on the face of the voting machine
In Fulton County precincts 10 and 12 to be voted on in the general
election November 7, 1972.
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GOLDENROD, Herbert Harker.
Jesse Gifford was a champion
bronco rider when his horse
trampled him and broke his
pelvis. During the long months
of recuperation he learned to
fear not death but pain and
humiliation, and he did not ride
again. When his wife left him
for another, more successful
rider, he faced his two sons who
loved him more than he could
love himself and who longed to
admire him again. This is a
man story.

Lem Wart le Vet* Position
we &we, Siewime lie Tie

0111.1111 I

NIA& NM lt

HELEN HAYES AND ANITA
LOOS, present TWICE OVER
LIGHTLY. Helen Hayes, in a
moment of irritation combined
with zest, said to her friend
Anita Loos: •I used to think
New York was the most enthralling place in the world.
I'll bet it still is and if I were
free next summer, I would prove
It.'
And she did, launching
herself and her skeptical companion on a series of explorations through all five boroughs
of the fabled city. Not for them
the beaten path, but every place
that interested them.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
AFTER MARKING YOUR BALLOT

DEE LANGI.ORD
County Court Clerk
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Fulton School Board To Seek
Utility Tax Plan's Approval

"
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Miss Sublette
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At Lexington
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A •
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Smithmier Gets
Biology Degree
In Mississippi

4
'
•
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*.'.!
ed in the School LaWs of Ken-I
tuck y publication (160.613),
Lawrence Smithmier has reMiss Agnes Sublette with the
states that" . . gross receiptsl
been graduated from the
Fulton County School System at- cently
of Mississippi in
shall not include amounts retended the annual fall confer- University
with the Master of SciOxford
ceived for furnishing energy or
Personnel
Kentucky
the
of
ence
Degree in Biology. He
energy-producing fuels, used in
and Guidance Association, Miss ence
with an impressive
the course of manufacturing,
Sublette serves as Counselor graduated
average. Smithmier
processing, mining, or refining
under the supervision of Prin- 3.87 grade
is presently employed at Cocipal Bobby G. McCord.
to the extent that the cost of the
plah-Lincoln Junior College,
Octoheld
was
conference
The
cingenergy-produ
energy or
Mississippi, as a Biober 25, 26, and 27 at the Phoenix Wesson,
fuels used exceeds 3 per cent of
and assistant basHotel in Lexington under the co- logy teacher
the cost of production, and shall
sponsorship of KPGA and the ketball coach.
not include amounts received
Last season the Copiah-LinDivision of Guidance Services of
team had the
for furnishing any of the above
the Kentucky State Department coln basketball
utilities which are to be resold."
the winningest team in the history
Among
of Education.
with a 24-6 reThis became effective July 1,
speakers participating in the of the school
in the top *four
1966.
program were Lt. Governor cord finishing
VII, which is
"If the tax were to be passed,
Robert L. Stephens, who atJulian Carroll, State Superin- teams in Region
More would be affected if
college teams
tendent of Public Instruction, made up of Junior
Fulton City, which is an inde- we would still have only enough tended the hearing on behalf
and
Dr. Lyman Ginger, American from Kentucky, Tennessee,
pendent school district, joined money to maintain our present of Carborundum (a graphite
only
Personnel and Guidance Asso- Mississippi. Graduating
with the county in its efforts to operating expense level," he products industry in Hickman),
proteam
the
year,
last
ciation president, Donna Chiles, three
levy the tax. Under House Bill added. (Approxitnately $20,000- explained his company's conthe coming
and Dr. Kenneth Hoyt, Career spects are good for
76, the independent district 25,000 would actually go to the cern about the tax proposal:
Education Specialist, of the Uni- year.
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receipts
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option
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would have
Smithmier is the son of Rev.
versity of Maryland.
Smithmier of
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Prtain
Smithmier
Fulton City has more than 10% Fulton County schools received der for us to have a ,
was •Survival '72. During the Paducah where Rev.
special interest is pastor of Lebanon United
of the population of this school the following amounts of reve- amount of power available. We
conference,
He is the
district, Superintendent Harold nue, according to Garrison: feel we should not be taxed on
sessions were conducted for the Methodist Church.
of agriculture at the UntFrom left to right, pictured above are: Dr. Charks Barnhart, dean
nephew of Misse412 Thelma,
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assisting
of
purpose
Garrison said at the meeting. local, $206,332.37, state, $556,- the demand rate, but on the
Major,
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Ann Rogers
y of Kentucky, and state board member, John Watts, state board member,
with particular problem areas Louise, and Sarah
"Due to a 30% tax increase 407.68, federal aid through the number of kilowatt hours orrrrr
mother is the
Butler, Mike Major, John Turney
of adapting programs and prac- of Hickman. His
placed on Fulton City recently, state, $219,092.90, and directly burned just as the average con- commissioner of agriculture and board member, Wendell
of Hickstate
tices to the ever-increasing former Rubye Rogers
it is doubtful they would go from federal sources, $15,245,78. sumer will be, if the tax is Davie, James Murphy E rrrrrt, agriculture instructor at Fulton County High School,
man. Smithmier is married to
rapidly
a
in
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of
needs
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the
memIf the tax is levied on
along with the proposal,"
from Louisville, Lucien Isbell, of Fulton County and a state fair board
the former Pauline Curtin,
changing society.
He cited the fact that his com- board member
idents of Hickman and Fulton
added.
Mrs. PrenKenOver 500 school counselors, daughter of Mr. and
and G. W. Stokes, associate dean of agriculture, University of
Owensboro,
ber
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telephone
City,
30
Fulton
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Schools
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Fulton County
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will
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children,
The
that
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Fulton
bills
utility
students to
ment counselors participated are the parents of two
of equipment
well as traveling to Lake
a son, Larry who Is five and
the 1972-1973 school year. Enroll- will be telephone, telegraph the large amount
The men took a tour of the agricultural industries in the aunty as
a daughter who is three.
ment at the high school alone is communications, water, electric Carborundum requires for op- County where they studied the alfalfa pelleting plant and cotton compress. The group enjoyed
the flat fee we pay is
The things taught in schools
down 33 students from last year. and natural, artificial, a n d eration,
was touring Alfred
itinerary
the
of
highlight
Another
Lake.
Reelfoot
on
Boyettirs
and colleges are not an TRI-COUNTY GROUP
mixed gas. Sewage will not be greater than what the average lunch at
The total number lost is 85.
banquet at the Holiday
The Tr -County Homemakers
citizen pays."
Stepp's land at Madrid Bend. 'The day was brought tri an end with •
education but the means
Garrison cites this loss, which taxed.
will meet on November 21 at
Citizens at the hearing queseducation.
water,
Fulton.
means a loss of funds from the
in
mineral
of
Inn
of
sale
The
9:30 a.m, at the Community
tioned the board members and
state, as one of the main rea- drinking water, and fuel oil
-R.W. Emerson. Center.
Garrison about the funding of
sibility of modernizing the court
sons for the need of a tax.
would be exempt, according to
rooms in West Kentucky.
the vocational school being built
"When a school system loses Bondurant, who was present at
A committee of Joe Bolin
in Hickman.
between $30,000 and $45,000, its the hearing.
(Clinton), James Brien (May"According to stipulations of
operating budget is in trouble,"
The utility gross receipts liWe are taking applications for
and Will Shadoan (Wickfield)
the federal and state governhe commented.
cense tax for schools, as printliffe) was named to investigate
ments, we must use the funds
his wife, Joan, the no-fault insurance concept.
they allotted us specifically for
Hal Warren, Fulton attorney Guard. Hal and
The next meeting of the Bar
reside at 418
the building of the school," the and civic leader, was unani- and son , Todd,
Association will be held in JanuFulton.
Drive,
the
of
Court
President
elected
mously
superintendent explained.
ary and will be Ladles' Night.
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,
a
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provided for the
Second Judicial District Bar stated that the lawyers of West
vocational school in Hickman,
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while
of
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Airman ReDiego—Navy
for
San
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federal
books concerning certain types Forestry.
of the organization last Tues- be found anywhere and that he cruit James F. Ballard, sCin
A number of Forestry Division the school totaled $100,000.
of outdoor fires. It has an
day night at the Holiday Inn in was honored to be selected to
of Mrs. Lillie M. Carmen of
"Our schools need many Fulton.
official title, but it is commonly personnel are authorized to ishead the organizations.
Route 3, Hickman, Ky., gradureferred to as the "five o'clock sue burning permits. All you things they don't have. We must
The First Judicial District
The new President appointed ated from recruit training at
Clinton, Ky.
have to do is to call the local strive for progress and in order is made up of the counties of
Moss Drive
burning law".
Geveden the Naval Training Center at
The law was passed by the office of the Division. If con- to do so, we must have funds Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman and a committee of Charles
(Wick- San Diego.
General Assembly a few years ditions are such that an outdoor to operate. The board wants to Fulton. The Fifty-SecondJudi- (Wickliffe), Will Shadoan
He attended Fulton CommunBenJamine Lookofsky
(An equal opportunity employer)
ago, and for all practical our- fire may be safely started, a take the fairest route for all peo- cial District is made up of liffe),
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protect
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investigate the fea- hurst, N.J.
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If
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State University, and he earned
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Office
Regional
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The new law does not prohibit
About 30 good working days
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In making the announcement, University of Kentucky. Mr,
these fires. It does try to dis- are needed to remove about
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when they are most likely to beans from the fields of °don presentative for the Bureau of firm of Warren 8, Warren of
Operations
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get out of control. During the County. With an average yield District
Fulton and is the South Fulton
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five p.m. you will need a permit income producing crop.
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Hal Warren Of Fulton Elected
President Of District Bar Group

News From Obion County
Agriculture Extension Office
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SEWING MACHINE OPERATORS

SERVICE NOTES

GARAN, INC.

Social Security
District Mgr.
Has Retired

\

DEMOCRATIC
RALLY

CLASSIFIED ADS

PADUCAH JUNIOR COLLEGE AUDITORIUM
FRIDAY—NOVEMBER 3-7 P.M.

THUR., FRI.. SAT.,

experience over the
road. Must qualify
under D. 0. T. requirements.
Phone 502-821-1021

Mrs. Garvin Johnson and
Mrs. Aubrey Taylor spent two
days last week in Memphis
visiting Mrs Johnson's daughter, Mrs. Dave Elliott and family.

Continued Coal Service
For Fulton and South Fulton

24% IN 4-H IN CITIES
CHICAGO — Of the record 5
million participants in 4-H programs, 33 per cent live on farms,
43 per cent in rural towns and
24 per cent in cities and sub- ,
urbs.
SEVERAL ISLES
CLAIM HOMER
IOS — lot Island in the Cyclades group in the Aegean Sea,
like several other isles, claims
to have been the birthplace of
the poet Homer.

Fulion Ice Company has announced SUNSET DRIVUN
& Union City
they have purchased loading and de- Between Martin
— OPEN —
livery equipment from City Coal ComFRI. - SAT. • SUN.
Show Time 7:00
pany and will provide coal service for
F RI. - SAT. - SUN.
NOVEMBER 3 - 4 - 5
the Fulton and South Fulton CommuniDOUBLE FEATURE

ties.

Thunderball
AND

FOR SERVICE CALL 472-1298

You Only Live Twice
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• Hear GOVERNOR WARREN E. HEARNES (Missouri)
Speak For KENTUCKY DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES

4
NIGHT r

BOD

MoNTER

,un., Mon., Tues., Wec
Nov. 5-6-7-8

• Visit With Kentucky's Own
GOVERNOR WENDELL FORD
• Entertainment By The LAKESIDE SINGERS!!

ADULT5 ONLY
Under 18 Not Admittec
Seduction°
The/

0a,
5
11,,
— PLUS — —

FANNY
HILL

***
EVERYONE IS INVITED TO COME OUT AND
MEET KENTUCKY'S DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES!!
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Mrs.Violet Johnson

Joseph
Edward
Terrett,
passed away at his home OR
Route 3, Sunday, October 29,
at the age of 86. The husband
of Blanche Evans Terrett, he
was born in Tennessee, May 18,
1886, and was the son of the
late George B. Terrett and
Roxie Napler Terrett.
The funeral services were
held Tuesday, October 31, at
the Chaney Funeral Home Chapel with Rev. Tom Brann officiating. Interment was in the
Hickman City Cemetery.
Suvivors include his wife
Mrs. Blanche Terrett, one son,
Evans Terrett of Route 3, Hickman, N. D. Curlin who has
made his home with them since
he was very young. One son
G B. Terrett, preceeded his
father in death, February 10,
1971; two daughters, Mrs. Elizabeth Hopper of Tiptonville, Ten
nessee and Mrs. Marie Holland
Detroit,
of
Michigan, one
brother, Tyler Terrett of Tiptonville, Tennessee, six sisters
Mrs. Lottle Adair, Mrs. Mattie
Sutton, Mrs. Dorothy Sutton,
Mrs. Irene Harrison, Mrs.Juanita ?Sickle and Mrs. Josie
Kemp, thirteen grandchildren
and twenty-six great-grandchildren.

•mithmier has reraduated from the
Mississippi in
the Master of Scin Biology. He
,th an impressive
erage. Smithmier
employed at CoJunior College,
sissippi, as a 810and assistant bas-
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E.P. Capelle
Funeral services for Elton
Perry Capelle of New Orleans,
husband of the former Dorothy
Drysdale of Fulton, were held
Friday, October 27, at 11 a.m.
at the Tharpe-Sontheimer Funeral Home in New Orleans.
Burial was in Greenlea Cemetery at Fulton, with graveside
rites at 2 p.m., Saturday. The
Rev. James Best officiated, with
liornbeak
Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements.
Mr. Capelle died Wednesday,
October 25, in a New Orleans
Hospital.
Besides his wife, he leaves
three sisters, Mrs. Margaret
Williams of Jackson, Mississippi, Miss Ida Mai Capelle of
Newbern, Tennessee, and Mrs.
Earl Baldridge, of Trimble,
Tennessee.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Violet Quisenberry Johnson,
widow of Hebert Johnson and
retired OK Laundry bookkeep er, were held at 2 p.m. Tuesday,
October 31, at Hornbeak Funeral
Chapel. The Rev. James Best
officiated. Burial was in Pinegar Cemetery. She was 86.
Mrs.Johnson died at 10 30 a.m.
Sunday at the home of R. Q.
Moss in South Fulton, where she
made her home.
Mr. Moss
was a nephew.
She was a native of Graves
County and a member of the
First Baptist Church.
Mrs. Johnson leaves a daughter Mrs. Paul Fite of Chelsea,
Michigan; two grandchildren
and five great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Myrtle Berry
Funeral services for Mrs.
Myrtle Andrews Berry of Troy,
widow of GUIs Berry, were held
at 2 p.m. Monday in the Troy
Church of Christ. Burial was
in the Troy Cemetery.
Mrs. Berry died at 7 p.m.,
Saturday, October 28, in Obion
County General Hospital, Union
City. She was 72.
She was a sister of Mrs.
Addle Harrigan of Fulton.

Gospel Meeting Begins Nov.7
At Nazarene Church Here
Beginning November 7, at
7 p.m. and lasting through Sunday, November 12, special services will be held at the Church
of the Nazarene. This will be
a Gospel meeting, and it will
also be a timely study of the
Bible as it speaks to us today.
The prophecies of the Bible
that are now becoming history,
and the current events of today will be studied and preached
in these meetings. Prophecies
are coming alive. They are
for today. Know your Bible
so you will be able to recognize
these events as they come to
pass. Roy Bettcher, the evangelist for
this meeting, is
especially gifted for this kind
of Bible preaching and teaching.
There will be no wild speculation but solid Bible preaching
and study.
Rev. Roy A. Bettcher, of
Chattanooga, Tennessee, has
been preaching scriptual hotness and full salvation for more
than 38 years. He is now de-

• ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Mine Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Harris,
Mrs. Ella Lou Mayes and
daughter of St. Charles, Missouri, visited with Mr. and Mrs.
Pete Winstead last week.
We do hope Mrs. Carman
Ingram is feeling much better.
She is in the Baptist Hospital
in Paducah, room 266.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Watts,
Mrs. 011ie Young of Akron,
Mr. and Mrs.
Ohio, and
Everett Williams visited with
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French
Thursday afternoon.
We hope Mr. Drew Wall is
feelting much better by now.
He was in Union City for a
few days.

voting full time to the work Of
evangelism. For seven years
he pastored churches on the
Southern Indiana District. He
then entered full time evangelism, serving in that capacity
for 15 years.
Called in 1951 to pastor First
Church of the Nazarene in Chattanooga, Tennessee, he accepted and remained there toe
seven years. He then returned
to the field of evangelism, where
he felt led of God's will in
serve the church.
The Fulton Church of the
Nazarene is located at North
College and Green Streets. The
church invites you to attend
these services.

were rushing around to get to
church and my good neighbor,
Mrs. Nell Winstead, called to
ask me if I had forgotten and
sure enough I had.
Mrs. Lucille Gardner and
Mr, and Mrs, Everett Williams
dropped by to visit Mrs. Luple
Haley and her brother, Tom
Laswell, awhile Friday afternoon.
We sure had some gloomy,
dark days this past week. If
it keeps this up we'll have a
long, old winter.
I saw little Eddie Howard
Gorden a few days past. That
little fellow sure is growing.
1 know his grandmother in
California would like to see
him. Some how we grandmothers are like that about
the grandchildren.
Mrs. Joe Terril has been
sick for the past few days and
now, Joe has come down with the
same thing. They think maybe
they have the flu. I wish a speedy
recovery for them.

I noticed these little readings
in our church paper and liked
them. - "No one is too big to
be courteous but many are too
George P. Shultz, Secretary
FR ANKELY SPEAKING: small.•
of the Treasury, on Inter- -Just pay the requested fee of
"It Is better to know a little
"Beyond The Blue"
doctors who still make house and act than to know much and
national Monetary Fund:
you'll
be
golly,
and,
by
Some place beyond the blue
do nothing.'
"We must avoid a break- calls
left without a house.
"Hold out thy hand instead of Someone is watching me and you
up of the world into antagAt the beginning of the day
pointing a finger.'
blocs."
onistic
Sunday we got up late and We should take time to stop and
Don I. Frankel.

Rev. Ray A. &Ocher,
Evangelist

vs)r

pray.
If He were not In the sky
What would become of you and
I know if on him we will depend
He will be with us to the end.
We should be glad to leave
this place
To meet our Savior face to
face
When we are here no more
We will be with him on that
shore.
Let us remember you and I
We have a home beyond the
sky
We know somewhere beyond the
blue
Our love ones wait for me
and you.

Lloyd M. Bentsen, Senator
(D-Tex), concerning the
"KP civilianization program":
"We want tough men with
calloused hands, not men
with dishpan hands or housemaid knees."

et,, LD

•CAYCE NEWS
Mrs. J. W. Ammons

Mr. and Mrs. Turner Pursell
visited Mr. and Mrs Armon
Brockman of Trezevant, Tennessee for a few days last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Vick
and Mrs. Cliff Wade spent Saturday night with the Reverend
and Mrs. Britt of Brownsville,
Tennessee.
Harvey Taylor of Plymouth,
Michigan died after a heart
attack Sunday morning.
He
was Mrs. Lurlene Cruce's
brother
and was buried at
Cayce.
Raymond Champion is in the
Fulton Hospital and John E.
Cruce is still in Hillview Hospital. We do hope they will soon
be able to be home.
H. H. Council has returned
home
from the Union City hospiMrs. Love Parker Williams,
tal.
Route 4, Fulton, widow of
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Lusk and
Claude R. Williams, died MonMr. and Mrs. Tim Lusk have
day night, October 30, at the
returned
from Redfield, South
Graham Nursing Home in PadDakota where hey had a very
ucah. She was 79 and a lifeenjoyable time and killed seveToile Minn County resident,
114162fiantskrwelliretowtts-rwrennber-ert-eandr•
"
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jones
Baptist
Branch
PrImitive
of
Laeltater, Kentucky and Mr.•
Church and k charter member
and Mrs. Ernest Stubblefield of
of the old Bowers Community
Union City visited Mr.and Mrs.
Club.
She leaves a son, Charles Charlie Sloan last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. CampWilliams
of Paducah; two
daughters, Mrs. Sarah Mitchell bell and son, Milburn spent
of Gadsden, Alabama, and Mrs. Sunday with Mrs. Frank CampDoris Ann Milner, Route 4, bell in East Prairie, Missouri.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bequette
Fulton; five grandchildren and
were in Chattanooga, Tennessee
three great-grandchildren,
Services were held Wednesday this weekend visiting her sister,
W. R. Kelley.
at 3 p.m. at Hornbeak Funeral Mr. and Mrs.
Chapel. Elder Ben Bowlin Also their daughter, MissSheila
Kelly
of
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin,
officiated. Burial was in Fairwas there and they all enjoyed
view Cemetery.
touring the mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Strong,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul B. Strong
and son, Paul Jr. of Cape GirServices for Harvey C. ardeau, Missouri were at Mr,
Taylor of Plymouth, Michigan, and Mrs. J. C. O'Neal's Sunday
employe of General for a birthday dinner for Mrs.
retired
Motors and former resident of Bill Fuller and Paul E. Strong.
the Rives community, were held They also visited other reWednesday at 2 p.m. at the latives Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Mingle
White-Ranson Funeral Horne in
Burial was in and Mrs. W. L. Pursell of Dyer,
Union City.
Tennessee visited Mr. and Mrs.
Cayce cemetery.
Mr. Taylor died Sunday morn- Turner Pursell Sunday.
Tommy Stayton of Chapman,
ing, October 29, in a Garden
City, Michigan, hospital. He Kansas spent the weekend with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
was 66.
He was a brother of Mrs. Johnny Stayton.
Mrs, Jessie Wall Atwill of
Lurlene Cruce of Route 4
Chicago was moved to the ClinFulton.
ton Hospital Rest Home Friday. Mrs. Irby Hammons
visited her Saturday.
James Smith of Memphis is
Mrs. Irene Moss Boaz, Ful- here helping to attend the bedton's oldest citizen, died early side of his father, Everett
Tuesday, October 31, at Haws Smith, who is a patient at the
Memorial Nursing Home, fol- hospital in Union City, Tenneslowing a lengthy illne'ss. She see. We wish him a speedy recovery.
was 102.
Mrs. Boaz, widow of James
Mrs. Roy M. Taylor and Mrs.
BORZ and long-time resident of James McMurry attended a prothis community, worked as a gram planning meeting for the
counselor for orphanages in W,S.C,S, in Dyersburg,TennesMississippi, and see Sunday afternoon.
Meridian,
Ardel Simpson attended a
Versailles, Kentucky. She was
Men's Fellowship
a member of Walnut Grove Business
United Church. For many years meeting in Nashville a few day
United last week.
she attended
First
Mr. and Mrs.James McMurry
Methodist Church, where she
was active in Women's Society spent Monday night with Mr.and
and the Sunday School. She was Mrs. Larry Henderson of South
•
a teacher in the Susannah Wes- Fulton.
ley Class for many years.
MEMPHIS
VISITOR
relative
surviving
The only
Mrs. Clifton Hamlett, of
is a niece, Mrs.Gladys Sanders
Memphis end formerly of
of Fulton.
Felton
is visiting this week
Services ere held at 10 a.m.
Wednesday at Hornbeak Funeral in Fulton with her sisters,
Chapel, The Rev. William G. Mrs. A. L. Gunter end Mrs.
Adams and the Rev. Robert Leland Jewell, and in MayBurial field with another sister, Mrs.
Lowrance officiated.
was in Walnut Grove Cemetery. liorace Luther.

Mrs.Claude Williams

55
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Steve doesn't mind. Only a little. He knows
Dad has to travel. And some days Morn must
-work the swihg shift.

- 14-fr

Steve doesn't mind. Not very much. It's just
that food doesn't make a dinner. It's like a vacuum when you're alone. And the evening —
what's to do?

Such vacuums can affect adversely the developing personality of a child. They can also
test a child's ;ense of security and self-reliance.
We claim no expertise in child psychology.
Our concern, however, is that there be no Sunday morning'vacuum. A Steve whose character
is being molded by spiritual and moral training,
a Steve whose home has the atmosphere of religious conviction and integrity . .. such a Steve
is better equipped to meet the tests of loneliness
and freedom.

Harvey Taylor

In many families we cannot alter circumstances—but we can foster quality of character
to cope with it. The Church is ready to help!

Caprlett 1972 Sewer mimeses Unice, MG,Staab.% Wsinis

Mrs. Irene Boaz
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Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation OS

Years

carrell Tremens%
rims. ilseat Many. Kr.

Felton
Phone 472-1103

MUNI

Thia Mature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronise them.

Libeaty Super Kafka
South Felten, Tennessee

Hlebnan-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Senor ineetrficolly"
Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station

E. W. James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Kentucky

Avi. at Reed

4n.ame

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank yew bank
234-2555
Hickman, Ky.

Hickman

South Felten

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky

Ave.

Fulton

4711471

Fulton Electric Sydow
K•00mtley
433-1101
$W NH* Street

isietpliseswes se

Taos Bank
VW/ PRIIIIIIOLV BANK

—

* Large Display •
* Well Lighted At Night •
▪ Open Sunday Afternoons *
Greenfield pm
Phone 211.-22it

W. D. Powers

****

HURCH

BIND

II

1'. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Bombes& Funeral Home
303 Carr Street
Potent, Ky.
472-1412

Turner's Pure Milk Ca.
At

the Store—sr at your Mew
Pubes., Ky.

4724111

Henry I. Siegel Company, Ists,
Fulton and South Pullen
• Good

place to win*

Henry Edwards Trocidas
MUNN
Minim. Ky.

man
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Ford, Combs,Perkins And Miller
Stump In Huddleston's Behalf

Fulton, Ky.

Combs said Huddleston had
kept his promises time after
time while Nunn had 'gone out
of his way to break, his. He
hit particularly hard at Nunn's
promises not to raise any taxes
while campaigning for Governor
and levying of the highest sales
tax, without exemption, in the

Troop 43
Participates In
Scout-0-Rama
Fulton Troop 43 participated
in the 1972 Scout-O-Rama at
a
and
Paducah Saturday,
member of the troop, Wesley
Mrs.
and
r.
M
of
son
Huddleston,
Dawson Huddleston, came home
with first prize in the Pinewood
Derby competition.
The local troop sponsored the
Pinewood Derby, with about 150
boys participating from all over
Four-Rivers Coe ,cil.
the
Troop 43 members wi eelped
Bill
with the Derby In
Robertson, III, Hunter Whitesell, II, Mike Hawks, Chuck
Williams, Pat Sullivan, Eddie
Greer, Scott Lawrence, Shelby
Dallas and Clayton Williams.

SPEAKER
(Continued from Page One)
the main two being tornadoes,
and earthquakes. Others include flooding, train wrecks,
This area is a target
etc.
for all natural and man-made
disasters, and especially so
for earthquakes as this area
is in the New Madrid fault,
classified in the same category
as the California Coast.
Mr. Fullerton had as his
Henderson,
Harold
guests,
Chairman of the ()Won County
Fulton
South
education,
of
board
Mayor K. M. Winston, Fulton
City Manager David Peace, and
South Fulton Fire Chief Ken
Hutchens.

nation within six months of
taking office.
Perkins said Huddleston is
the kind of man he can work
with for the good of Kentucky
in Washington. The popular
12-term Congresman has also
endorsed the Huddleston candidacy in radio and television
commercials.
Governor Ford has already
carried his campaign in behalf
of Huddleston, who served as
Ford's campaign manager in
his successful gubernatorial
campaign, to all other parts of
the Blue Grass state. Ford said
the biggest problem he has faced
in his first year as Governor
is to clean up the mess Louie
nunn left. •I've spent more time
trying to make right the many
things he left wrongthan almost
anything else," Ford said.
Miller continued his theme of
"proven accomplishments' in
his plea for support for the
Democratic nominee. He pointed out that Huddleston was the
ted out that Huddleston was the
legislative leader in the battle
to eliminate the unpopular five
per cent sales tax on food, medicines and farm machinery.

Patricia Hood
Named To SGA
Slot At MSU

Frank
arbblefield has made
many
latform appearances
with if Weston in West Kentucky as in other sections of
the state.
As the United States Senate
campaign moves into its final
Democratic candidate
days,
Walter 'Dee' Huddleston is enthusiastic about the response
his campaign is receiving across Kentucky.
Huddleston's candidacy received two momentum-inspiring boosts last week with the
visit and ringing endorsement
Senator Edmund
Maine
of
Muskie and a ooll which gives
him an 18 per cent lead in
Jefferson County over his GOP
opponent.
In press conferences in Louisville and Lexington, the Maine
Senator
praised Huddleston
saying, 'the Senate is interested in the quality of its own
membership. I would be more
than grateful if you would send
Dee Huddleston to join us.'
Senator Muskie, sporting a
"d' button, responding to the
cheers of over 200 people in
Louisville and 500 in Lexington, offered his unqualified
support to Huddleston. MusIrde
was the second United States
Senator coming to Kentucky in
support of Huddleston, being
preceded by Washington Senator
Henry M. "Scoop" Jackson a
week earlier.
Huddleston's campaign received a •big push' this week
when John Kraft's poll was released, showing Huddleston with
a strong lead in Jefferson
County.
The mid-October statistics
show:
Huddleston
49%

Patricia Hood of Fulton, a
Nunn
sophomore at Murray State Uni31%
versity, has been elected one
of three representatives to the
Undecided
20%
Women's Student Government
Association from her dormi- Kraft, of Washington, D.C., is
a proven accurate pollster in
tory, Elizabeth Hall.
Miss Hood, daughter of Mr. Kentucky elections, having been
and Mrs. James L. Hood of involved with the poll process
1000 Stephen Beale Drive, is here since 1956, and having been
following a major in elemen- accurate with every election.
In defining the results of the
tary education at the Murray
State campus. Her role as a Huddleston poll, Kraft explains
WSGA representative will be that during the four week period
to supervise and regulate all from Sept. 15-18 to Oct. 13-1e,
matters pertaining to the wel- Huddleston has gained 10 perfare of women students at Mur- centage points, while former
Governor Louie
ray State.
Nunn
has
dropped by 7.
Commenting on the poll,
Huddleston said, 'This is indicative of the feeling across
Kentucky
what we hear from
day-to-day on trust and truth in
public office and in those who
seek public office."
SAD POME: I 'sten io the
words the coroner said: "He
smoked, he dozed, and now he's
dead." —Wilfred Beaver.

Tick.Thck.
5o'clock.
Bargain rates begin.
You'll save on calls you dial direct,when
you call long distance
then!

A GHOST STORY...

Page 8

I have marked out more of my column
this week than I have left for you to read.
Out at South Fulton school the journalism students asked: "How do you go about
writing your column?" My answer was that I
just sit down at the typewriter and write
whatever pops into my mine, most times.
Sometimes I use notes.
What I write sometimes depends on what
mood I'm in. And my moods depend on who I
have come in contact with a short time before.

By Ouida Jewell

Over the weekend I received several suggestions for good features. Got at least one
coming up in about a week.
One lady called to suggest a feature on
Mr. Bob Merrell. He's 80 and a fine violinist.
He entertained this week at Haws Memorial.
Then, one gentleman suggested a feature
on the Warren attorneys—James and his son,
Hal. His idea was,, that two towns divided
by a state-line are really one big community
—even a father and son serve as city attorneys of both towns.
We love to do features, but they take
time, you know.
We really had fourteen pages last week,
instead of twelve as we stated on page one.
We had planned twelve, but had to add two
more.
And, if you are still looking for the inside jump on Paul's column, there wasn't
any.
HEFLEY MURDER
(Continued from Page One)

Germane
Oleo

When Violinist Played Under
Old Oak Tree, Death Came

. TOWN TOPICS
(Continued from Page 2)
hack. She was returning to work Monday
morning.

Democratic candidate Dee Huddleston's Presidential Race
campaign for the United States Senate got a big (Continued from Page One)
lift in Kentucky's Seventh Congressional District in Fulton County can be atactive
Saturday as Governor Wendell Ford, former tributed to a far more stateDemocratic campaign
Governor Bert Combs, Congressman Carl Per- wide.
Another story appearing
kins and Democratic Party Chairman J. R. Miller in this issue indicates that the
party is solidly
stumped through the District in Huddleston's be- Democratic Huddleston.
united behind
half.
First District Congressman
Campaigning together some of the time and
separately at others, the group urged Kentucky
voters to support Huddleston because of his record of proven performance.

Thursday, Nov. 2, 1972

Kenneth Turner
Guest Speaker
Of Rotary Club

As I sit down at my typewriter,
outside the sky is dismal, the
air is chilly , and the leaves
have turned to yellow and brown.
It comes to me that Halloween
is approaching...suid a good time
for a ghost story.
Quite a few years ago, while
searching for such a story to
be used at this time of the year,
I was told about the "goingone at a house located out
south of town.
Many a time, I have passed
by the lane leading down to the
house and thought about visiting
the place...but I always ended
up Just looking at the roof of the
house from the highway.
I used to say that I didn't
believe in ghosts, but as I grow
Older, I sometimes wonder. I
am one of those who believes
that anything is possible.
But, to get on with my story...
A few miles south of here,
Just off the Fulton-Martin Highway there stood an old house,
which was said to be haunted.
From the highway one could
only see the roof and it was
located down a spooky-looking
old lane. It may still be there.
I haven't looked lately.
The story about the old •haun
ted• house goes something like
this...
Years ago there lived in this
house a family of seven,
As the house had only two large
rooms--as many houses in
those days
were built-- the
grandmother and two of the
children slept in one -and the
parents and the other children
slept in the other room.
One night sometime after midnight the lady of the house was
restless and unable to sleep; so
she got out of bed, walked to
the window and raised It. As
she did so, she heard a faint
sound of a violin playing. The
weird music (a tune she had
never heard before) seemed to
be coming from under an old
oak tree, which stood about
25 or 30 feet from the house,
and amidst the music she heard
a voice which warned her that

her mother would die within
the week. One of her little
daughters, sleeping in the same
room with her awoke about this
time, but asked if she heard
the music said that she did not.
The lady went to the other
room and found that her mother
was alright.
The next night the lady was
attending a concert in town and
the violinist announced that he
was going to play a number,
which was very seldom played.
He said that at another one of
his concerts, he would tell the
story of this piece of music.
When the violinist began to
play, the lady was amazed that
the tune was the same as the
one she had heard the night before. Immediately after the
concert she asked the musician
to tell her the story of the song,
which he did. It was a weird
story—it had something to do
with death.
About a week later, around
1 a.m. the lady was restless
again and unable to sleep, when
suddenly she heard the same
music and a voice telling her
that her mother would be dead
by morning.
She walked to
where her mother was sleeping
and found her breathing alright

BONN — Per cal
tIon of margarine,
Germany's lead
staple, is now
pounds a year, cc
24.3 pounds in 19130

again. Next morning when she
went to call her mother to
breakfast she found her dead.
She had died of a heart attack.
Years passed by and the four
children grew up and married.
One daughter--the one who had
awakened the first night the
weird music had been heard-and her husband, were living
with their mother at the old
home place.
One night this daughter awoke
and heard a violin playing a
weird tune, the same tune her
mother had heard. The music
seemed to be coming from under
the old oak tree. Then, there
came a voice saying that her
mother was going to die. About
a month later the music and
voice came to her again saying
that she would find her mother
dead. She went to her mother's
bedroom (the same one which
had been occupied by her grandmother when she died), and
found her dead. She had also
died of a heart attack.
According to citizens, who had
lived in this neighborhood for
many years, and who told the
story over and over, the entire
family moved away from here
many years ago--where they
went, no one seemed to know.
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Rates for direct dialed calls apply to long distance calls you dial yourself and bill to the
telephone you use to make the call. Direct dial rates do not apply to person-to-person. credit
card, collect, coin telephone calls, or calls billed to another number including calls billed to
special billing numbers.
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Sheer luxury in a carefree holiday mood!
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when he returned to pick up
Sealy, Maynard also was there.
On Feb. 1, 1969, according to
Bishop, Maynard came to his
house about 8 p.m.'hopped up
and souped up... like on some
Rotarians met at Holiday Inn
kind of narcotic.' Sealy, Bi- on October 24 with Rev. William
shop and Maynard went for a G. Adams in charge of the proride, stopping at the university gram. He introduced the guest
campus, he said.
speaker, Kenneth Turner, ManBishop said he trailed the ager of WFUL Radio Station.
other two as they went to a Mr. Turner is well known for
fence that surrounds the Rey- his humor and as a Jolly, good
nolds Building at Third Street fellow. In fact, his entire talk
Parkway. He was "Take Off Jokes• on himEastern
and
testified that Maynard said self, many of the Club members
something he couldn't hear and and his wife's 'Funny Files',
Sealy responded, 'Oh, no, you Mr. Turner gave the Rotarians
didn't.'
an hour of fun and all members
Then, according to Bishop, left the meeting with a chuckle. The
Small Business AdminisSealy and Maynard went under
President Gary Williamson tration provides counseling for
the fence and he waited for them.
in the Paducah area on
persons
The two walked toward a flat- inducted two new members, the 1st and 3rd Thursday of
bottom boat about 25 to 30 feet Richard Edmonds and Mike each month. A SCORE CounseThey were presented
from the fence, and Bishop Sacs.
lor will be available for internoticed "part of a coat sticking the Rotary lapel pin, attendance viewing and counseling from
pin and a placard of the Fourout,' he said.
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the 1st
When the two raised the boat, way Test.
Visiting Rotarians present Thursday, and on the 3rd Thurs"I saw a girl,' said Bishop.
day from 12 noon to 3 p.m.,
He said she had hair all over were Paul Douglas of Martin a Loan Officer from the Louisher face and was wearing a and Howard Ragsdale of Union ville District Office of SBA
Mr. Ragsdale had as
City.
wadded-up full-length coat.
will be in Paducah.
After about 10 minutes the his guest Jerry Carlew of Union
The office is located in the
City.
just
•Sealy
two came back, and
City
Hall on the first floor.
Guest of the Rotarians Max
seemed') go all to pieces,'
The
phone number is (502)
said Bis op. The prosecution McDade's guest was Ed Harley, 444-6381.
witness repeated several times Bill Roberson, was guest of
In order to determine credit
that Maynard admitted killing Hunter B. Whitsell, Wyatt Cun- and eligibility requirements for
was A.S.
guest
and raping the girl. Bishop ningham's
SBA loan programs, it Is sugsaid Maynard said he strangled Thomas and Richard Edmonds. gested that the businessman
Dan Cunningham and Gary
her with a scarf.
bring with him a recent financial
The trial continues this week... Sens gave interesting reports on statement or balance sheet of
they
Bill Hefley, a former exe- the SPOKE conference
the
business and a profit and
October 14, in
on
with Lear-Siegler in attended
cutive
loss statement for the previous
Union City, has recently been Lexington. Dan's report was on full year.
This information
transferred to a similar posi- the morning session and Gary pertains to established businestion with the same company in described the program for the ses. However, anyone interThey
expressed
its Somerset (Ky) plant and has afternoon.
ested in establishing anew busiFulton. Mrs. their appreciation to the Club
from
moved
ness is encouraged to consult
trip.
the
sponsoring
for
Hefley, the former Betty Ann
Ward Bushart's birthday was with this representative, as well
Reed of Fulton, died several
other businessmen who are
as
months after the slaying of her celebrated. Bruce Wilson was in need of financial advice or
Host for the meeting and will
daughter.
have charge of next week's pro- assistance.
gram. Arch Huddleston will be
FRANKELY SPEAKING:
Host for meeting on October 31.
If you have not purchased your Old age is when the gleam in
(Continued from Page One)
ticket for the annual Country your eye is just the sun on your
..My wife is anything
rafted and always wore a shiny Ham Breakfast on November 7, bifocals.
but a gossip; she never runs
stove-pipe hat, and a "Prince contact any Rotarian.
down people except when she's
Albert' coat, with its long tails.
driving. —Don I. Frankel.
He invariably carried a gold
headed cane.
Prof. Phipps was a bachelor,
but was in love with Mary Mont
Ayers, a young widow. One day
while passing her—being the
perfect gentleman that he was-he pulled off his high-top hat,
made an elaborate bow and kept
watching her as he passed. Not
noticing where he was going, he
into one of Lake
stepped
Street's big mud puddles and
fell flat on his face--much to
the amusement of his students.
This school closed about one
hundred years ago.

Unt

Rcil.WealaSond
Lake Street, Fulton, Ky.
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Germans
Oleo

Use

i

BONN — Per capita consumpNEW YORK—Candy bars action of margarine, once West counted for 26 per cent of the
Germany's leading edible-fat total poundage of confectionery
staple, is now less than 20
products made in the United
pounds a year, compared with
States in 1971 and for 30 per
24.3 pounds in 1960.
cent of the total value.

Of interest to Homemakers
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FULTON, KENTUCKY

to construct a Comprehensive

Mental Health
Center Eyed

yorning when she
her mother to
found her dead.
DI a heart attack.
d by and the four
up and married.
-the one who had
first night the
tad been heard and, were living
ither at the old

s daughter awoke
violin playing a
e same tune her
iard. The music
°ming from under
ee. Then, there
saying that her
Mg to die. About
• the music and
her again saying
find her mother
t to her mother's
same one which
Died by her grandshe died), and
I. She had also
attack.
citizens, who had
Yeighborhood for
and who told the
I over, the entire
away from here
ago—where they
seemed to know.

A major expansion of services
for the mentally disturbed of the
Northwest Tennessee area was
announced Thursday. by Richard
Treadway, Cominisaioner ul
Mental Health for the State of
Tennessee
Commissioner Treadway and
several members of his stall
visited at Obion County General

PUBLIC SALE
RUTHVILLE, COMMUNITY
SATURDAY, NOV. 4, 1972 AT 9:30 A. M.
Selling at the farm horne of the late Mr. Jim Burk. Turn
south off Ky•Tenn State line (Hwy 119) two miles east of
Fulton onto Ruthville blacktop rood and proceed 5 miles to
solo; or turn west off Hiway 118 just north of Latham; or
turn east off Hiway 45 at McConnell and proceed to sale.
WATCH FOR LARGE AUCTION SIGNS.
Selling to settle the ettttt of the late Mr. Jim Burk
Horne furniture, furnishings, houseware, kitchenware;
tractors and truck; tractor equipment, farm tools, seed,
wire, hand tools, horse-drawn equipment, seed, four shotguns; many other items too numerous to mention.

MRS. NONA BURIC, Administratrix
Phone 479-2194
Route 5, Fulton, Ky.
CoL Hubert Ainley, Auctioneer
PHONE 822-3593 or 472-1371
Licensed & Bonded- Ky.& Tenn. No.6
Buy & Sell "The Ainkty Auction Way"

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
7r.,1

C

W. Btirrry; arid Roy D. T,iylor, Brokers

Conto pertained auctioneer.
who has
tact Robert Ainley
ps_ty you well to have an ex- space In our office.

If you are planning

have an auction sale, it will

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
The Charles Robert Bennett
service station property. Located on 4th Street near the
An extra good locaDepot.
tion for almost any type of
new street
The
business.
coming off 45 Highway into
A real nice service station lowithcome
will
Street
4th
cated in S outh Fulton under
few feet of this proin a
lease, and is doing a good busiperty. Priced to sell.
ness at this time.

adjoining buildings.
2 large
Located on
Good condition.
Suitable for
Street.
Arch
any type business.

— HOUSES —
Very good 5-bedroom brick
house, 2 1/2 baths, full-size
basement, central heat and air,
sins porch. Located on a large
lot in Highlands. This property
can be bought for one third of
what it would cost to build it.
It is in excellent condition and
within walking distance of the
new high school.

brick house
New 3-bedroom
with central heat and air, carpeting, enclosed garage, builtin kitchen appliances, 2 baths.
Located in Howard Milam Subdivision, west of town.

New 3-bedroom brick house
with central heat and air, carpeting, enclosed garage, builtin kitchen appliances, 2 full
Nice 2-bedroom house with a baths. Located in Mike Homra
large outbuilding and enclosed Subdivision.
garage. Located on West State
Line, Tennessee side.
2-bedroom brick house with
full-size basement, 2 baths,
bed- central heat and air, carpeting.
nice house, 2
Very
den. Located in Howard Milam Sublarge
and
rooms
Located on by-pass in High- division.
lands.
Nice 3-bedroom house, double
Very nice large house with 2 enclosed garage, double driverecently remodeled. way, central heat and air and
baths,
lot, carpeting. Located in South
on excellent
Located
Fulton.
Eddings St., West Fulton.

director
"We have made the decision to

spend $1.1 milhon to expand our
physical facilities into Northwest
En\
good
SPECIAL--If
nutrition helps build strong,
healthy bodies, then some
655,000 young people are
taking the challenge seriously.
They are the boys and girls
participating in the national
4-H food nutrition program
the
by
conducted
Extension
Cooperative
Service and sponsored by
General Foods Corporation.
Food can be fun, the
4-H'ers say. And to prove it,
they use a "magic formula"
to help them remember the
proper amounts of meat,
bread and cereals, fruits and
vegetables and milk products
they need each day. The
magic formula is a set of four
numbers - 4-4-3-2.
Using the basic four food
reminds the
groups, it
beginning 4-H'er of his daily
needs. It suggests at least four
servings of breads and cereals;

Large lot

in

could
•

bo-1°1e
rtsd
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FR AN K FORT, Ky.—
Twenty three years ago, Julian
M Carroll served as governor
of the 1949 Bluegrass Boys'
State.
Recebtly, at-the Lieutenant
of the
Governor
Commonwealth, he addressed
the 1972 edition of the
American Legion-sponsored
camp for high school junior
boys at Eastern Kentucky
University.
Reminiscing about serving
as gotcrtior in 1949, he told
the boys, "I feel that I owe a
great deal to Bluegrass Boys'
State for whatever success I
have had in public life" during
the intervening years.
He al so attributed his
intitial interest in politics and
government to those teen-age
years when he participated
actively in the programs
and objectives of Boys' State.
Carroll said, "The
development of a better
understanding of the true
meaning of democracy, a
better understanding of our
political and governmental
and a greater
system
appreciation for the
responsibilities of good
citizenship have been and still
are the cornerstone objectives

Sears

S0114
Ky.

Burger Bar

location of the facilities has been
made,the most probable site is ill
Martin, he said. Site determination will be made within the
next two weeks and construction
will probably begin the first of the
year, he said.
Re said $700,000 will be spent

HAMBURGERS
Pft•ftow 25t
Broasied Chicken Snack Basket _ 90c
1.1.01111111.

2 - Pieces of Chicken, Cole Slaw, French
Fries or Potato Salad, Toasted Rolls.

— A Family Restaurant —
LADIES

PANT SUIT
99

472-1910 — CALL US!

Reg. 89c

With this ad

OFFER EXPIRES MONDAY, NOV. 6

WARNING!

I. Unplug unit.
2. Verify that the model is 449.29110-located on a name
plate which is on the underside of the motor housing.

THERE IS NO PROBLEM WITH ANY OTHER SEARS BELT MASSAGER.
3. If you have model number 449.29110, call your closest
Sears store and a service man will come to your home to
li

Self belied and accented with
double row of contrasting stitching. 65% Dacron polyester and
35% fine combed cotton.
Sizes 8 to 18
• Brown.

• Navy, • Red, • Grape,
Lilac, • Beige

Sizes
181/s - 241
2
/
$9.99

CHICKEN BOX

• In order to prevent possible injury to any user, we are
requesting that you:

62 acres of well improved 123 acres of excellent land
miles
about
two
near
Cayce, located
located
land
southwest of Dukedom, TenKentucky.
nessee.

• Saddle stitched
* Permanent press

— NOW SERVING —
Hot Ham Sandwich on buttered bun ____ 55c
40c
Chili bowl with crackers __

Only Model 449.29110 (Sears only model with a light), sold
from December. 1969 until taken off sale
October 4, 1972. is affected.

FARMS

COL. C. W. BURROW and
ROY D. TAYLOR, Brokers

Treadway said.
While no decision on the

Ray

BARBECUE

tae
CALL US — 479-9082\T Seervi

"Man has made his greatest
progress toward freedom
through voluntary obedience
to laws aimed at the public
Carroll sth tedof the Boys' State program." Interest,"
"Peaceful dissent and
He said that because our
orderly change are key
soc le ty is becoming
elements of the democratic
increasingly complex, these
88. Only by a democratic
.
objectives have even pester.,=
of tolerance can a
relevance now than they did
society as complex and
when the organization was
populous as ours hope to
formed in 1935.
preserve individual diversity
He said change is inevitable and dignity."
and encouraged the youths to
The Lieutenant Governor
improve institutions through reminded the youths that
the orderly processes of re— government is the people and
presentative g o v ern m en t "it is absolutely representative
instead of attacking them.
government."

This Sears MULTI-SPEED Belt
Massager with Lighted Switch
May be Unsafe...

north High- commercial purposes.
used for

155 1/2 acres of fine land with
PEOGOOD NEWS FOR
fenced for hogs, city water, PLE WHO NEED LONG-TERM
plus 4 good ponds, good house FARM LOANS!
with modern conveniences. LoWe are now back in buscated in Kentucky east of Ful- iness in Kentucky making longton.
term farm loans at a lower
332 acres of good hill land rate of interest. Come by the
a
on
Located
office and let Mr. Roy D. Taywith new house.
between lor discuss your farm loan
road
black -topped
Cayce and Moscow, Kentucky. needs with you.

the
by
Extension Service, General
Foods and the National 4-H
Service Committee. The
• books which include recipes,
information,
'nutrition
buying,
suggestions for
preparing and serving foods
those
to
available
;are
Iparticipating in the program.
An added bonus for 4-H
members are the awards
offered for the 12th year by
General Foods Corporation.
Four medals of honor are
offered county winners. One
State winner receives an
expense-paid trip to the
National 4-H Congress in
Chicago, Nov. 26-30, and six
national winners receive $700
scholarships at that event.
information and
For
opportunities in the 4-H food
nutrition program, contact
the county extension office.
cooperatively

Leader Sporting Goods

Carroll Cites Boys State As
Much Help For His Success

BUILDING LOTS
lands

four servings of fruits and
vegetables, three servings of
milk or milk products and
two servings from the meat
group. Planning and preparing
meals for
appetizing
themselves, their families and
friends, adds fun and interest
to the program.
In five units, the young
nutrition buffs learn to
prepare some of America's
favorite dishes, quick and
easy meals and foods with an
international flavor. And in
the fall of 1972, a unit
Entertain" is
"Teens
expected to find welcome
participants among older 4-H
members as they plan and
prepare for entertaining
events with menus ranging
from snacks to a luau.
The 4-H food nutrition
program is supported by
members' manuals and
leaders' guides produced

Tennessee so patients of this area
who require most types of care
for mental illness and retardation
can receive this care right here in
Commissioner
area,"
the

The Mental Retardation Center

Mental Health Center, while will include a day care center, a
another $400.000 will be used to diagnostic evaluation clinic, a
build a retardation center. Both sheltered workshop and a
buildings, he said, will be located resident group home program for
on the same site.
20 to 30 mentally retarded perAccording to Commissioner sons unable to stay at home but
Treadway. the Mental Health who do not require being inCenter will offer both inpatient stitutionalized, the commissioner
and outpatient services. will said.
contain 35 beds and will offer a
variety of services for mental
problems, alcoholism. drug
abuse marital problems and for
children. with school and
Guns.
emotional problems
Dan%
"Eventually, the center will
WE BUY, SELL, TRADE
ploy 100 or more persons and

Hospital. discussing plans with have an annual budget of about ti
Dr. Joe Harpole chairman of the million," he said
board of the Northwest Tennessee Mental Health Center in '
Union City. and Mrs. Jack
Burchard, the center's acting
GOVERNOR'S ROUNDUP KICKOFF-Gov. Wendell Ford shares
a laugh with Ray Alimonas of Lexington at a banquet officially
launching the 1972 Governor's Roundup, a statewide drive to
recruit 6500 new Scouts in Kentucky. Governor Ford is
Honorary Chairman of the Roundup and served as host of the
dinner, attended by approximately 300 Scouts and troop leaders
of the Thoroughbred District cf the Blue Grass Boy Scout
Council and held at Lexington's Tales Creek Country Club.
(Steve Mitchell Photo)

SEMI
SECTION

THE NEWS

„nio,....___MARKeray A
nsSFED AD/
llg

Candy Bars Account
For 30% Of Value

Less

inspect and modify the unit.
4. Do not reconnect the plug until the unit has been modified.

THERE IS NO PROBLEM WITH ANY OTHER SEARS BELT MASSAGER.
This notice is being mined as a result of. tests
which indicate the tiossibility that some of these
massagers may -involve a potentially dangerous
electric shock ha/ani if someone should touch the
massager while touching a water pipe, radiator.
laurel or other ground connection.

SALES OFFICE
SEARS CATALOGFulton
479-1420
Broadway, South

SUPPORT
KENTUCKY DEMOCRATIC PARTY
AND

DEE HUDDLESTON
For U.S. Senate
paid for by friends in

DUKEDOM
Gov.'Wendell Ford did not promise before his election the Stateline
road, but since has had it widened 4 feet and has let a contract for
resurface. They have already completed the Knob Creek portion.
They are in the process of surfacing Cuba road. Governor Ford does
things, not just promises. Lets support the Governor and the Democratic Candidate for the Senate.

Paid for by Dukedom friends of the Democratic Party — K. M. Winston, Chairman

Thursday, Nov. 2, 1972

Fulton, Ky.

Pilots Dash Reidland Homecoming Spirit, 30-18

Fulton Co. Clinches First Winning Season
with • strike to Giles In the
By PAT MOYNAHAN
third quarter.
Son-Democrat Sports Writer
Fulton County clinched its first
Junior quarterback Alan WomiNinning season in history Sat- ble passed for the first touchReidburied
and
afternoon
urday
down and ran for the other two.
land Homecoming cheer in the The ten-play touchdown drive
mud of the Greyhound stadium following the opening kickoff was
in the process.
the only offensive punch the
Greyhounds could muster in the
Striking for three touch- first half. Womble, a 175-pound
downs in the second quarter, Junior, engineered the march
Coach James Whitby's Pilots completing two passes and carroared to a 311-18 victory which rying for seven yards that gave
assures Fulton County Its first Reidland first-and-goal at the
winning campaign in nine eight.
years of gridiron play. The
A reverse last ten yards but
triumph upped the Pilot work- three plays later, on fourth
game
one
sheet to 4-3 with but
down. Womble found end Gary
to Play.
Beal over the middle for 15
yards and the touchdown. The
delay,
rain
one-day
a
isespite
Greyhounds failed in an attempt
threatening
and
winds
chilly
for a two-point conversion but
skies, Homecoming spirit flick- led 6-0 with 7:45 to go in the
ered brightly for Reidland for initial period.
a quarter. The Greyhounds drove
That fourth down play, how52 yards for a touchdown with
the opening kickoff to mount a ever, was the only one Reid6-0 lead before the second-quar- land converted all afternoon.
the
ter avalanche doused the flames. On five other occasions,
Greyhounds gambled on fourth
down but each time the Fulton
Sam Cole and Bobby Giles
County defense rem up to stop
both ran for touchdowns in the
the ball carrier short of the
second stanza breakaway for
first down.
the Pilots. Quarterback Jack
Amberg started the landslide
The Pilots pushed to the Reidwith a pass to Thomas Walker
and wrapped up the scoring land 12 following the Greyhound

tally but fumbled the ball away.
The Fulton County defense held,
however, and the Pilots took
over again at the Reidland 37
after a punt.
Five plays later Fulton County
wa-i ahead. Cole, a speedy 150pound senior, picked up 22 yards
oji three straight carries that
an out the time on the first
quarter clock. On the second
play of the second stanza from
the 19, Walker scooted down the
left sideline circled into the end
zone and Amberg dropped the
TD pass into his lap.
Marvin Pierce burst through
for the two-point conversion
which put the Pilots out front
8-6 only 15 seconds into the second period.

toachdown.'A lateral from Amto Walker who, in turn,
pilssed to Pierce netted 39 yaras
picked up another
Pierce
and
15 yards on a reverse.
Pierce's scamper gave Fulton County a first down at the
four and Giles picked up the re- maining yardage in two carries of two yards each. Cole
tacked on another conversion
with 424 to go in the half and
the Pilots led at intermission,
24-6.
Fulton County rolled up 214
yards total offense in the first
half, 139 rushing and 75 through
the air. The Greyhounds defense stiffened, however, after
the break and limited the Pilots
to only 70 yards the rest of the
way.

Fulton County scored twice
more in the next seven minutes. Two plays after Preston Pearson picked off a WornMe pass, Cole skirted right
end, broke several tackles, the
last one at the five, and raced
33 yards to paydirt. He also
ran In the conversion to up
the margin to 16-6.
R e i dland surrendered the
football on downs at the Pilot
44 on the next series and Fulton
County was only six plays and
66 yards away from another

Pirates Shut Out Red Devils
Up Streak
Fulton City 13-0 To
Eight

FULTON, Ky. —John Knight but the kick was off center to
and Andy Wallace each reached make the final score, 13-7.
paydirt here Friday night as The Bulldogs' loss dropped
the Heath Pirates won their their season record to 0-8, while
fifth game of the season by Heath now carries a 5-4-1 slate.
blanking the Fulton City Bull- Fulton City hits the road next
Friday to take on tough Trigg
dogs 13-0.
With just 3:57 left in the open- County in their season finale.
a
for
Heath closes out its grid caming quarter Knight went
short five-yard tally and Dale paign next week by hooting
Cobb split the uprights to put North Marshall.
the Pirates ahead for keeps.
7 • • 5-13
• S II 2— •
The Bucs' final tally of the FULTON CITY
14--.1ohn Knight 3 run. Dina Cobb
evening came on a one-yard kick.
keeper by quarterback Wallace, H—Andy Watimo 1 run. Kick falls.

Car Hits Signs
To Avoid Wreck
'An automobile was damaged in
avoiding a collision on 1/ S. 51,
one mile south of South Fulton al
Thursday, State
X:30 a.m
Trooper W. C. Tate reported
oday.
The car was a 1970 Chevrolet,
driven by Norma D. Davis, 27, of
Route 4, South Fulton.
Trooper Tate said a 1971
Chevrolet pickup truck,driven by

Ira Foster, 49, of Tiptonville was
moving toward South Fulton and
attempted a left turn into the
Little Breeze Cafe parking lot
"He began his turn as Mrs.
Davis' topped a hill, moving
toward Union cityl" the officer
explained."When he samedie car'
coming, he stopped and she
headed for the right side to avoid
a collision. Her car was damaged
when she struck two Fulton Motel
signs."
Damage to the car was
estimated at $50o. Mr. Foster was
charged with failure to yield the
rightof-way. No injuries were
reported.

— Antiques
— New and Used Furniture
(We Buy, Sell or Trade)

SOUTH FULTON. Tenn. —
South Fulton's Red Devils scored
their eighth straight victory and
moved a step closer to the Reelfoot Conference title with a 13-6
victory over invading Obion Central here Saturday night.
The triumph improved South
Fulton's seasonal worksheet to
8-1 and unblemished conference
mark to 7-0.
The Red Devils scored in the
first and last periods In a game
slowed by muddy field conditions.
Ronald Williams put South
Fulton on the scoreboard with
5:38 remaining in the first
stanza on a one-yard plunge.
Edgar Johnson booted the conversion to give the Red Devils
a 7-0 lead and all the points
they needed.
South Fulton upped the count
to 13-0 with 6:38 to go in the
game on a one-yard run by
quarterback Bob Winston.
The Red Devil defense held
Obion Central at bay until the
final play of the game when
Tommy Victory raced 70 yards
for a touchdown.
Despite the slippery footing,
Williams picked up 180 yards for
South Fulton in 40 carries.
The Red Devils can clinch the
conference title with a victory
at Dresden next Friday in the
last regular season game of the

Four times the Pilots gave
Reldland good field position
In the second half on a blocked punt, a short punt and two
fumbles—but the Greyhounds
were able to take advantage
of the situation only once.
Senior Joe Edds blocked the
punt after Fulton County was
unable to move with the secReidland
ond half kickoff.
gained possession on the 34 and
moved to the 16 before Pearson's second interception nulli-

tied the threat.
Again the Pilots were unable
to pick up a first down and the
short punt put the Greyhounds
in control at the 33. Womble
made that miscue count. He
connected with Keith Branson
on two straight aerials, one for
19 yards and one for 13, and
carried himself for the final
yard. A conversion pass failed
and Reidland trailed 24-12 with
6:17 showing in the third stanza.
Two plays.after the kickoff,
Beal recovered a Pilot fumble
at the Greyhound 18 but four
plays that log two yards killed
the opportunity. The Greyhounds
failed again on fourth down at
the 48 on the next series and
opened the door for the final
Fulton County score.
Cole picked up five yards in
two tries at the line before Amberg went long for Giles on a
scoring pass that covered 48
yards and swelled the Fulton
County advantage to 30-12 with
eight minutes to play.
Reidland marched 53 yards
with the ensuing kickoff for its
final score. Two passes to Edwards picked up 30 yards and
Lynn Smith and Barry Dobson
both turned in ten-yard gainers
that help pushed the ball to
the ten.
On second down from the 11,

Womble faded to pass, found
his receivers covered and scooted the necessary yards to paydirt. The touchdown trimmed
the deficit to 30-18 with 5:12
showing.
The Greyhounds had one
more chance to score when
the Pilots fumbled the first
play after the kickoff but four
plays lost a total of 24 yards.
Fulton County wound up with
284 net yards, 161 rushing and
123 passing. Amberg, a 120pound sophomore, completed
five of ten attempts for 84 yards

Number Thirteen lane it a
neighborhood bowling alley really
was unlucky. If a bowler happened to step on a certain spot
in a certain board, the board
would bend downward, causing
the heads of two nails to protrude.
One evening a bowler stepped
on the spot, snagged his shoe on
the nails, and went sprawling.
Painfully injured, he determined
to claim damages from the owner
of the alley.

•••4— 6
0140 County
7 I • 4-12
Smith FuNion
sr—ltonald Williams. 1 run; Wear
Johnoon kick
Br—Bob Winston. 1 run: kick failed
0C—To41m7 Victory. TO ram run
tailed.

Col. Thos. Ray Alford, Manager
12$ E. State Line

S. Fulton, Tenn.

(At this stoplight on US 45-E, Martin Hiway)
. YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU D,IDI
COME SEE US

Phone 479-3369
Free Delivery
Mon. - Sat
Open 9: am to 6: pm

FREE!
ONE 3-0Z. BOTTLE
OF YOUR CHOICE
WITH EACH FILL-UP
OF 8 GALS. OR MORE
AT PARTICIPATING
GULF DEALERS
-.s) Siss Chalet.
)Try (new
)ill
)11t
1
Slit I
0111011

Give your winds delicious, ...ninny different {lover wills Swiss Chalet dressing.
Sawa*, exhilweiting. Vecuiwn pecked fer
fres/mess. Unlike soy dressing you've ever
tossed.

AT PARTICIPATING
GULF DEALERS WHERE YOU SEE
THE FREE SALAD DRESSING SIGN.
OFFER ENDS NOVEMBER 30TH, 1972

Gulf Oil Co.

CoL Thos. Ray Alford, Dukedom. Tenn.
Lic. & Bonded Auctioneer Lic. No. 549, Tenn.
and Ky. — Phone 469-5857 or 479-3369

$10 OFF USUAL PRICE WITH THIS AD!

.MONG

a/tetz/

0033(03(K0303013(40000LOOK TO OM
Just Received/
100% Polyester Fancy.
Ladies 100c,"c Acrylic
Mix and Match

DOUBLE KNITS

Coordinate Sets

BY Wamsuna Mills
60-Inches Wide

Reduced To

$^88

1/3 OFF
Large Selection Children's

Yard
Ladies Long Sleeve
Good-Looking Polyester

BLOUSES

Japan Has Cable TV
Japan has had cable
television since 1954 and at present about 9,000 CATV facilities
are operating. The subscribing
households total abaft 700.000

ALFORD'S AUCTION SERVICE

Hickman, Ky.
Phones 236-2576 or 236-2556
After 2:30 p. m.

year.

THE THRIFT SHOP

J4411 AmberM Marvin Marc. run
TC—Sam Colo. 33 run: Cola run
PC—Bobby Glim. 3 run. Cola run
11—Womble, 1 run: P.m failed
Annuls,
VC—Giles, NI out from
rim failed
R—Womble, 11 run; run failad

24 5 2-34
Pullen Co.
5-111
•
Raidland
At..
from
yam
It--Gary Beal. 13
Womble: run failed

FRANCES or JOE WATT

•

Bowling Suits

WASHINGTON—The U.S. Coo.
'Mutton of 1787 is brief, only
about 10 printed pages. It is
snorter than most national concautions and is Ism than a
tenth as voluminous as the
longest of the state constitutiops.
a
fTh7rc—Thoinas Walker. IS Dogs --

Grandfather Clocks, Wall Clocks, Kitchen Clocks

Highs established in stadium
and coliseum special events attendance and gross receipts
were also contributing factors
to the new attendance record,
said Smith. These increases
were due to a larger and more
varied selection of special attractions.
Five days of the ten day run
had rain or overcast skies, and
the smooth running Fair's final
day was blemished by the postponement of the Black Sabbath
rock concert. However, neither
factor prevented the Fair from
setting the attendance record.

THE
FAMILY
LAWYER

U.S. Constitution
Only 10 Pages Long

and Walker recorded the other
car39 on his only pass. Cole
ried 19 times for 104 yards.
Reidland managed only 37
yards rushing but gained 131
through the air on 14 Womble
completions in 26 tries for total
yardage of 168.
Fulton County wraps up its
season at home next Friday
against Crittenden County while
Reidland, now 2-5-1 closes on
the road at Ohio County.

ANTIQUES
CLOCKS

This Year's State Fair
A record 552,999 people attended the 1972 Kentucky State
Fair, State Fair Board President Wyndall Smith announced
recently.
Smith said the attendance topped the previous record of 548,938 set last year, making this
the fourth straight year for an
attendance increase.
The outside gate admission
record was one of several new
marks set. A new high in entries for Beef and Dairy Cattle, and a 20 per cent Increase
In the Horse Show entries also
highlighted this year's record
breaking fair.
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At a court hearing, the owner
protested that he simply had not
known about any weakness in the
board. But the court held him
liable anyhow, in the light of
evidence that the situation had
existed for weeks.
Generally speaking, a bowler is
entitled to protection not only
against obvious hazards but also
against hazards that an attentive
management would notice.
But the bowling alley does not
guarantee perfect safety. As in
other places of public recreation,
things can go wrong that are outside the scope of the management's responsibility. Here are
two examples:
A bowler slipped on a dab of
ice cream lying at the edge of the
foul line. But no one knew how
or when the ice cream had been
dropped there. Result: no management liability.
Another howler, reaching into
the return rack for his ball, failed
to notice another ball speeding
back from the pit. Result: mashed
fingers, but again Si) management
liability.
Something more serious occurred recently when a bowler
took a practice swing, behind the
lanes, to get the feel of a new
ball. He lost his grip and the ball
slipped out of his hand, striking
a glancing blow on another bowler's head.
Could the victim hold the
management liable on the theory
that it had failed to post special
notices, warning its customers
against taking practice swings/
A court said he could not. The
court said this accident was so
freakish that the management
could not fairly be expected to
take precautionary measures
against it.
An American Bar Ansociation
public service feature by Will
Bernard.

Sizes 4 To 14

Sizes 32 To 42

$6.50 to $23.00

$9.00 to $11.00

Famous Brand!

BOY'S

SLACKS

C P.O. SHIRTS

Values To $13.00!
Sizes 30 To 36

Sizes 8 - 16, Unlined

$3.88 Pair

Sizes 8 - 16, Lined

$3.99
$7.99

MEN'S

C.P.O. JACKETS
Unlined, S-M-L

boys
n
SPORTKi

niirs

Sizes 8 To 18

$5.00
Lined, S-M-L-XL

$1"
P. N. HIRSCH a CO
$10.00

615 Broadway

South Fulton Tenn.

Open 8:30-6: Mon-Thurs; 8:30-8:Fri-Sat.

EASY TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION ALWAYS
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Historical Society Is
Organized AtHickman

COFFEE CUP CHATTER

In an attempt to organize a
society in the community whose
main purpose is to collect and
provide data concerning the
Olden days In Hickman.
There are hundreds of questions which have already been
asked and which remain unanswered concerning the history
of the community. Pictures
have been submitted to the group
which remain unidentified.
Last Thursday, October 4, at
7 30 p.m. in the Fellowship
Hall of the First United Methodist Church of Hickman a number of inquisitive and eager
persons met to formulate a socalled "historical society.'
It was decided at the meeting

It is a wise precaution to
Have you a regular spot for
use the new sew-on reflective
all the staples in your refrighave
tare on clothing children wear erator. If you do, you can put
Hickman, Kentucky, sitting War between the States
always held a fascination ior
outdoors after dark. The tape
your finger on just what you atop a bluff overlooking the novelists, historians andteneoIs easy to stitch by hand or
want and you won't waste time mighty Mississippi River is logists.
machine and
is completely searching for it. Chle way to probably
one of the most
sometimes
tie
Although
washable. Create decorative organize bottles and jars is historic
folklore-filled
and
the comdesigns or racing stripes on
in the entire Mid- 'romantic' history of
communities
with a turntable that brings
been a
always
has
munity
jackets, sweaters and caps contents to the front with just South.
pioneer
so that car headlights pick up
Its long-time identity with source of pride to the
a quick twist. -- Barletta
natives and even new -comers to
the reflection. Though only
209 Maple Street, the river-boat days of Southern the community, recently a group
Wrather,
15% of pedestrian traffic and
history and its close association
Murray, Kentucky.
1/3 of car traffic take place
with events even long before the of interested persons convened
alter dark, more than half
of all fatal car -pedestrian
accidents since 1961 have occurred
after dark. — Mrs.
Catherine C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone. 2362351.
— — —
Window treatments scaled
to the size of the room helps
keep the overall decor of the
in scale. In working
room
out the window treatment the
following fundamentals must
be considered in order for
your window to work for you
as it
should. Proper light
control for day and night will
Insure privacy and yet allow
the amount of light needed to
accent the room.
Temperature control plays
a major part in the functions
PRICE LABEL OR REGISTER IAPE
of window treatment. North
NECESSARY OF COURSE
windows can be cold If not
properly treated. — Mrs. Mildred
W. Potts, La Center,
Porterhouse
Ky. 42056
— — —
SOAKS"
It's important to know how
you can substitute one ingrediPMCE0
ent for another. If you need
one cup cake flour for baking—
"01SCOUNI
and haven't any cake flour—
you may use 7/8th cupof allpurpose flour as your substitute. — Patricia Curtsinger,
Benton, Kentucky 42025
— — —
Waistlines are "in" again—
before you cut your fabric,
check your measurements with
the measurements on the pattern envelope. Small differences are important with closer
fitting clothes. If adjustments
are necessary, make them on
the pattern, then cut. This can
help you avoid costly mistakes. — Dean Roper, CourtMayfield, Ky. 42066
house,
Phone 247-2334

that of utmost importance was
the naming of the group. Because all of Hickman is involved
in the gathering of relics and
artifacts, any suggestions which
come to mind will be gladly
accepted by Mrs. Jim (Sue)
Jackson. The best suited entry
will then be chosen and announced.
Roland Green was elected
president of the newly formed
group and Jim Jackson became
vice president. Sue Jackson
was elected secretary. The
board of directors includes
Hugh Swayne, King Davis, Mrs.
Virginia Leroy, Reverend Edgar Siress and Mrs. Lilian
Holland.

The group encourages persons
of all ages and interests to come
to their second meeting which
will be held on Thursday,
November 2 and all subsequent
gatherings will occur the first
Thursday of each month.
A second objective of the
society is to acquire an historical location to be utilized
for the display of any items
which are submitted to the group
Of course there is no stipulation as to the age of the article,
whether old or seemingly more
recent, it will be of interest
to lifetime residents as well as
strangers.

LOWER OVERALL GROCERY PRICES
PLUS
DISCOUNT MEAT PRICES . . TOM

11!

kidt

4. Fancy.

KNITS
PCBs
Aide

Yard

IIRTS
rnlined
Lined

HOW WIDE A HEM SHOULD
BE—Generally, a finished hem
should be from 1/2 inch to 3
inches wide. However, a flared
skirt requires a more narrow
hem, while a straight skirt
may be wider. For the very full,
circular skirt, such as an evening dress, a 1/8 inch hem
may be best. At the other extreme, a daytime dress of sheer
fabric with a straight hanging,
gathered or pleated skirt may
require a 6 to 8 inch or wider
hem. If tape is used, it should
be included in the overall hem
width. For children's clothes
be
the hem allowance may
greater than the suggestions
letting
for
allow
to
above
given
down. The hem itself may be
wider or the extra amount may
be laid in as a double hem or
as a tuck in the hem.—Catherine
C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky,
42050 Phone: 236-2351
••• • •
The size of the buttonhole
should always be determined
by the button. Minimum buttonhole length is equal to the
diameter plus the thickness of
the button. Add 1/8 inch to
allow for the shank and slight
size reduction due to fabric
Roper,
thickness. -- Dean
Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone-447-2334

3:Fri-Sat,

LWAY 5

WARNING! The oven-processing method of canning should
NEVER be used. Dry heat in
the oven may not raise the ternperature inside the jar high
enough to kill micro-organism.. Jars may explode and
cause damage to you and your
range. The U. of Ky. Extension Horne Economists urge
you to avoid this method no
matter what relatives or friends
may advise.—Patricia Curtsinger, Court House, Benton,
Ky. 42025 Phone: 527-6601

Vegetables Bring
More
OTrAWA—Canadian processsors paid $57.5 million for vegetables in 1971, up from $53.5 million in 1970.

•

U.S. No. 1

IDAHO
POTATOES
10
LB. BAG

(11

SHOPPING FOR A CLOTHES
DRYER-Some clothes dryers
are more automatic than others.
Here's how they may vary:
CYCLES. Some dryers have
Just one cycle. This means the
heat, air and tumbling action
is the same for all fabrics.
Those with two or more cycles
provide, different combinations
for special ,fabrics, such as
wash - and - wear, Wo01, etc.
TIMERS. In lower-priced dryers, a manually operated control regulates drying time. The
machine stops at a preselected
time even if the clothes are not
dry. More advanced models
have both a manual timer and
an electronic device that measurers moisture in the fabric
drying
proper
and makes
easier. TEMPERATURES: A
dryer may have up to seven
temperature ranges.Those with
have
may
several settings
"delicate,"
"regular,"
"damp dry" and "permanent
press." Moderate and higher
priced dryers have a "cooldown" period at the end of the
drying cycle when clothes tumble for several minutes in reduced heat. This cools fabrics
wrinkles.-minimizes
and
Juanita Amonett, Courthouse,
42001 Phone:
Paducah, Ky.
442:2718

SAO PAULO, Brazil — Sao
Paulo is well on its way to becoming the fourth-largest city in
rile world — after Tokyo, New
York and London. Its population is 8.8 million, nearly twice
what it was 10 years ago.

WHERE ECONOMY ORIGINATES

A-sow

toot
-

LB.

Sao Paulo Near Top

Al

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK MEAT GUARANTEE!
$1 47
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KING OF
THE BAKERS

JUMBO SIZE DUNCAN

4 FOR 69c

Grapefruit

Co SWEETEars . . . 39c
Golden Yams . . Lb. 12c
13c
Spanish Onions
77c
6
Candy. Apples
SWEET SLICING

rAc

SLICED

BEEF LIVER

FRESHLY

DU GROUND ROUND.... LB

LB

BONELESS

JUST RITE

BOLOGNA

LB

Super Right

BONELESS

RUMP ROAST

59` CHICKEN BREAST..
$iI 37 FRANKS

LB

LB

97c

RED or CARAMEL

FOR

$1 39
LB •:

I2-oz 5
PKG

RED ROME APPLES
DELMONTE

14 LOIN SLICED

JANE PARKER
CRACKED or WHOLE

CUT or SEASONED

PORK CHOPS

WHEAT BREAD

GREEN BEANS
4

LB

99c

6L1.
BAG

16 0,
CANS

9C
L°A2
Limit 4 with $5 Purchase

On Sale
This Week
FOR HER

DELMONTE
GOLDEN CORN

FANTASTIC 10c SALE CONTINUES!

Strongheart Dog Food........
A&P Tomato Sauce
Volume 8
A&P Cream Cheese
$169
Yukon Beverages
The Family
n9c Handyman
240Z $1 29
Do•ItYourseff A&P Evaporated Milk

80?
CAN

3 OZ
PKG

FOR HIM

15c OFF LABEL

Gleem Toothpaste
REFRESHING

Scope Mouthwash

1201
TIN

OZ
TUBE
BTL

I

119
.

fi Or ANTIPERSPIRANT or 70, REG

A

Secret Deodorant

Encyclopedia

9c Volume 8
.
19c
Head & Shoulders Shampoo,.
G. 89c
.
.5 BLA
$169
Fries

CAN 0
2.7 Or.TUBE —2.4 Or JAR-3 6 Or LOTION
A&P FROZEN

*
*

TOP JOB
CLEANER

19' I:
COUPON WORTH
I: * TOWARD
THE PURCHASE OF ,*
:
1,'
;
i
FOLGER'S

li i
28 OZ. A9c
BTL. wi
lz
CA
E'
a coupo
i* ;
COUPON
D
WITH THIS
r.siaiPt.
S CO
d Ith
TH
H..
WInTG
4:
* Coupon Good terU Sat. Nov 4i*
NNov :
Coupon
;*
•
Coupon
Regular PH.Without
*
Slothout
Pric•
Regular
:*,
***( L.,,............, ,...., )**
***," ,,,,..., , ,c•p•;Th***
-71,7 G000 OW AT Air vso stows
*
—
r
8

COFFEE

A & P SALTINE

CRACKERS
Pound Box

3 for $1.00

:THIS COUPON worn 50:
t

THE PURCHASE OF
A 10 OZ JAR OF INSTANT
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
WITH THIS COUPON
C.oupon Good dim Sat. Nov 4
Regular Price Without Coupon
TOWARD

** *C

t
i
*
*

O.cwt.^ ••• 4.41.)***

brispip(S

PRICES
GOOD
THU
SAT.
NOV.
4 th

OZ
CAN

A&P WEO
10'
SALE!

ORANGE
•
GRAPE
•
TROPICAL
PUNCH

Pork & Beans
Tomato Soup
Chef Way Rice
Salad Mustard,
Northern Tissue
A&P Cream Cheese

MARVEL)

8 OZ.
CAN
10 OZ.
CAN
7 OZ.
BOX

ANN PAGE
(BATHROOM)

8 OZ.
JAR
SINGLE
ROLL
3 OZ.
PKG.

BOX

6 OZ.
CAN

6 CT
PKG

1-5/8 02
CAN

10c
10c
10c
10c
10c

HERSHEY'S SYRUP

100

ANN
PAGE

26 OZ.
BOX

ItE313VS

HI-C FRUIT DRINKS

,EA

**( GOOD OW AT ALP WIO BORIS )p* 1** GO_LAI2L_NLY AI OAP two sTonair
*
1*
DOWNY
*,1 RAIN BARREL
* I*
*
9FcTENER !.*,
lz 10
26Ro"
:FABRIC SOFTENER ts.: FAB
2
33 oz. m90
E
iiil
BTL.
s
.
BTL. *Jr
*
z
*
WITH THIS COUPON
,* .•
WITH THIS COUPON
* 1.
* Coupon Good thru NM. NOV 4 * * Coupon Good thruNat. Nov 4*
Coupon
*
* Firiipular Pric•VVithout
Regular Price INithoot Coupon ,
*
**--*1 1**1 ono cini;;^ et• it*. r -.' * * * * * * or,t on•co.>. pa,...I )***
.*:
le
gets
Al*W1_0
el
Oen
4000
It(
*
STOWCy**
** 10050*, AT AAP MO

A&P Iodized Salt
1 Oc Cracker Jacks
1 Oc Tomato Juice
10c Blue Ribbon Napkins
10c D.C. Potato Sticks
10c

raekle
zb
t
(prio6F

Soo

CHOCOLATE

2 OZ.
1
5/
CAN

ASP WED
10' SALE

10c Margarine

NUTLEY
PATTIES

10c
10c
108
10c
108

A&P
SPANISH

Salted Peanuts
Allen Leaf Kale
Jiffy Mixes
Janitor In A Drum
A&P Biscuits

OZ, 104
3 OZ. leg
BAG I
14 OZ. 10C
CAN

CAKE lb FROSTING

PKG. lOg
601, 106
BTL. I

MEG.or BUTTERMILK)

16 CT. lee
CTN.

Fulton, Ky.

NI=gncivcox
The suspense of "Campaign '72," the
excitement of the World Series. The thrills
of
of pro football ... and the pleasure
viewing the new fall shows—all can be
yours on a magnificent Magnavox Color
TV. You'll also find great Magnavox values
in Color Portables, Stereo, Radios, Tape
Recorders, and Monochrome TV.
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Complete Stereo System
with: Stereo FM/AM
Radio-Phonograph,
8-Track Tape Player,
Headphones and Cart!

ENTERTAINMENT

S
E
U
L
A
V
..THAT GIVE YOU MORE
Records and 8-Track cartridges not included.

9

95
Complete Package Price

Compact Stereo FM/AM
Radio-Phonographs

Mediterranean styling model 7556

With
. . . unmistakably Magnavox!
Performance, reliability and styling
s . . . and
control
adjust
to
down
and
up
T.A.C., there's no more jumping
faces! You'll always get a color-right,
there are no more green and purple
every
flesh tones-on every channel,
natural
with
perfectly tuned picture
clearer,
a
you
gives
tube
picture
Matrix
time -automatically! And, the
color picture. Choose from nine fine
sharper, more brilliant Magnavox
your
many great Magnavox values for
the
of
some
furniture styles . . . just
icent!
Magnif
're
...they
all
year 'round entertainment. See them

A new prog
or more deni
the next five

PAPER BA
buy, sell and
books. Allen';
tin Hiway, SoI
1972 STERK
AM-FM radii
table. Has
changer and
off. Has wah
Me remote
bons Also 8
eiAmectione.
or :06104111C ml
f'cr Vet t.or
7434 Por,s, re
.—
DRAPERIE
when you put
terinl from oi
of choice pat
weaves. P. N
pany, South /
TWIN NEE
This beautiful
machine has
able enamel t
no attachmer
buttonholes, s,
monograms, t
casts, and m;
designs.
7ag
straight stilt
,uarantee. $62.
can be arrar
home trial cal
Tenn. collect.

Contemporary-model 7552

cZ§)::, Total Automatic Color
- TV with SS-85 Chassis

Progr
Then

Early American model 7554

yet very big in tonal quality and fine performance,
Small in size (only 36- long)
wonderful listeningthese outstanding Magnavox Stereo values will bring you
. . with Solid -State
from your favorite recordings or Stereo FM /AM radio
reliability. Four speakers project sound from both front and,kigeS.Of its
space for record.strassige...-r,41.110
styled cabinet for great stereo separation. There's even
these values!
or optional tape equipment You've got to see and hear

YOUR CHOICE

s569

SPINET-COP
Wanted reap
take over spine
seen locally. W
tiger. P. O. 114
ville, Indiana 4
-1W]
$40 A
SPARE TIM
niates many A
lives earn the:
how easy it i
Call: 898-2708
M. Taylor, Be
Ky 42001.

RENT Wheel
and other conv
CITY SUPER'
Fuito
St.

Lounge
Friday N

HOURS 7 P. I
AGE 21 TC

RATS]

SAVE sl
SILENT

kats strongest b
tire prices start
plus $1.61 Fed.
4-PLY CRUSAD1

Sears (eta
•••••••••••• *NO Ok

Broadwa

Sout

WAN

Stereo 8-Track Cartridge
Player System

Dan Ina

Early American-model 3342

Magnavox.
Great sound ... brought to you by the sound experts ..
ic program
Model 9070 offers front loading, continuous play, automat
e audio
changer, program selector and indicator, as well as complet
ence. Two
controls to add to its operating efficiency and conveni
ox value. Just one
high-efficiency 6" speakers complete with this Magnav
rs. See them all!
of many . . . including TV, Radios, and Tape Recorde

MEI

'WHEELS

City 1
ni W. 13

I Miss Iiimmommr
Spanish styling -model 3346

95

ONLY

9

Offering you the truly great sound, the highly
reliable performance, as well as the beautiful
styling inherent in all Magnavox stereo
consoles . . these space-saving stereo values
will bring you wonderful listening—from
radio, recordings or optional tape equipment.
You'll also find other great Magnavox values
in Color and Monochrome TV, Radios,
and Tape Recorders ...See them all!

WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By -Pass Fulton, Kentucky

Contemporary-model 3341

YOUR CHOICE

$199
The Magnavox
Sound Capsule!
Model 1020 offers the shape
and sound of tomorrow.
Complete with built-in Ferrite
Rod Antenna, Automatic
Volume Control, earphone and
batteries-in Orange or
patriotic Red, White and Blue.

United

Voi
Paid for by

Only $1295

Program To Train Dental
Therapists To Begin Nov. 1
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AtAalt POINTS

A new program to train 150 November I
at the
& MINOR, TOO
or more dental therapists in of Louisville SchoolUniversity
of DenFRANKFORT, Ky.—
the next five years will begin tistry. It will
117 118111010 N. 11111ARNITIMi
emphasize serNoting a recent increase of
vice to Kentucky.
break-ins
throughout
The program will be latmKentucky, Atty. Gen. Ed W.
ched with a $154,000 grant from 'KILKENNY: Any first-time blue!) Danube below.
Hancock
has
the U, S. Public Health Ser- visitor to Ireland is intrigued by
reminded citizens
The Vienna Woods are a dePAPER BACK BOOKS: We vice, It will provide a nine- the great number of castles vis- light to visit, even without hear- of the consequences of
buy, sell and trade paper back month course for high school ible along almost every road ... ing Strauss' music, for here are knowingly receiving stolen
books. Allen'a Pottery, Mar- graduates. After finishing the some in ruins, some in good lovely hillsides, particularly property.
tin Hiway, South Fulitau, Tenn. course, the dental therapist can condition and a few restored. beautiful when fall paints the
''I would be derelict in my
.assist a dentist in the TEAM and even made into hotels.
foliage with reds and yellows, duties if I didn't inform
1972 STEREO: Complete with approach to dental care pioneThere literally are hundreds of ancient castles, colorful villages Kentucky consumers of the
AM-FM radio. 11 inch turn- e:ed by U of L.
castles, so many that local res- and interesting restaurants. possible consequences
Under TEAM (for Training idents have become blase
table. Has 4 speed record
about (Some are outstanding; your afforded by Kentucky law for
changer and automatic shut In Expanded Auxiliary Mana- them. I am sure I never will. hotel concierge
can recommend violation of this act," Hancock
off. Has walnut finish. &p41:- gement), a dentist delegates On each visit to Ireland I "dis- them to you.)
said.
ate remote speaker connec- some routine duties to qual- cover" a few more, making sure
Grapes
are
grown
on the nearHancock cited a case in
tions Also 0 track tape deck ified assistants, Studies have I go through all the rooms and by hillsides, and many
resshown
a
which a man purchased an
dentist may increase
ccrinectione. Only $72.70 each
his efficiency as much as 140 clamber up to the topmost point taurants offer their own product item of personal property.
or avsume nroltAy puyinentt. percent through
the method. V the tower. Fascinating, in- for sale. At Grinzing, on the Kentucky law presumes that
g42
Fcr free burnt trial
The 1970 Kentucky General deed!
outskirts of Vienna, the vineTeLn. coilect.
7434
Most famous of the castles, growers have centuries of anyone found in possession of
Assembly approved laws allowing qualified dental therapists because of the medieval ban- tradition behind them, and their stolen property purchased the
..--15RAPERIES MADE FREE to perform some work if direc- quets served there, include Bun- taverns and restaurants are es- property with knowledge it
was stolen.
when you purchase your ma- tly supervised by a dentist. The ratty, Knappogue, Dunguaire pecially appealing.
The major point here," he
terial from our wide selection new program alms at training and Matrix. Others famous as
Empress Maria Theresia, that
of choice patterns.' colors and the therapists needed.
hotels include Dromoland, Kil- grand matriarch of the Haps- said, "is that he purchased the
U of L's dental therapist kca and Ashford, all delightful. burgs and one of the greatest property presumably knowing
weaves. P. N. Hirsch & Comcourse will not carry college
pany, South Fulton.
Here is Kilkenny is the largest of female rulers of history, first it was stolen property. As a
credit. But those who finish and most important of the many
direct result of the purchase,
TWIN NEEDLE ZIG ZAG will get certificates showing castles which relate to the Butler permitted the vineyard owners the
man was charged with a
to offer their wine for immediate
This beautiful cabinet model they are qualified to aid den- family. Their fortresses used to
sale. Since then a bunch of
machine has slight inpercept- tists.
guard every river and pass from boughs or leaves in front of the
The first year's class will be Arklow to
able enamel blemishes. Needs
County Clare. That
no attachments for making limited to 30 students. In the here is an imposing structure, on entrance door to a vine-grower's
house is the symbol that homebuttonholes, sews on buttons, future, by operating on a year- high ground beside the
river grown wine is available. The
monograms, blindhems, over- round instead of nine-month Nore. Restoration
work
has
Vienna visitor should plan to
casts, and many creative zig basis, the dental school may accomplished much, and
the have dinner in one of the res- Fridat thru Sunday
rag designs. Plus smooth train more than 30 therapists a great grounds are open to the
Be Prepared To Show
taurants (outdoors in warm
straight stitching 20 year year.
Federal funds are on hand for public as a park. The former weather) and stroll into others
Proof Of Age
uarantee. $52.65 cash or noes
stables
have
been
converted
into
can be arranged. For free the first year. However,ifCon- the famed Kilkenny workshops, to enjoy the laughter and the
Rated (11)
atmosphere. The Viennese
home trial call 642-7494 Paris, gress appropriates funds in the where the visitor
can watch people come Grinzing by the
future, tne program could reTenn. collect.
ceive some $640,000 over a artists and craftsmen a t work hundreds every night, and the
and where one can purchase narrow streets are crowded.
five-year period.
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
Kentucky students will get woollens, linens, ceramics and
Vic Leonard of Air Canada,
Wanted responsible party to preperence in selection
for the other items made from the Kil- which whisked us into Vienna
take over spinet piano. Can be program. Interested graduates,
kenny patterns.
from Zurich, recommended both
seen locally. Write Credit Man- wither men or women, can conThe principal Butler family, the Vienna Woods and Grinzing,
ager. P. 0. Box 276, Shelby- tact the dental school's Departthe Ormonds, usually was iden- and I owe him a warm "thank
ville, Indiana 46176.
ment of Community Dentistry. tified with the English interests
you- for doing so. I also am
An entrance test for the first
$40 A WEEK OR MORE program will be given October in Ireland. For 500 years after pleased that he suggested a
SPARE TIME? AVON esti- 20. Tuition for the nine-month the Norman conquest, no Irish Vienna souvenir that many Air
family produced such a suc- Canada personnel had enjoyed:
mates many Avon Representa- $500.
tives elm that much. Find out Dr. Edward Gernert, chair- cession of administrators, Buds and leaves from the Vienna
how easy it is to get started. man of the department of Com- churchmen and soldiers. Eoin Woods, carefully coated with
Call: 898-2706 or write: Mrs. munity Dentistry, is directing O'Mahony, the writer, says the 24-karat gold and made into
Butlers were among the three lapel and earring sets.
M. Taylor, Box 1022, Paducah, the program.
Norman families outstanding in
Ky 42001.
•• •
the moulding of the history of
Ireland following the invasion of
RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
MINOR NOTES: Pet turtles
1169. There are some 9,000
and other convtateocent aids at
Butlers in Ireland today. They cause salmonellosis (diarrhea,
crnt SUPER DWG 408 'Lake
vomiting,
etc.), so they're defrank in numbers only behind the
St.
Fuitoo, Ky.
Burka (19,000) and the Fitz- initely not recommended as pets
for children .... Most popular
geralds (13,000).
dogs in the U.S. are poodles,
German shepherds, dachshunds
According to census data rebeagles, in that order....
Friday Night Only cently issued by Mr. James VIEN N A: Johann Strauss' and
Koepper, Agricultural Statiswaltz,"Tales of the Vienna Wilfred Beaver says a fan club
HOURS 7 P. M. TO 12 P.M. tician for the U.S.Department great
group
is
of people who tell an
a
—Wsowe bawd mew ass.
Woods", long has enchanted
AGE 21 TO SO APPLY
of Agriculture, Fulton County me, and how delightful it has actor he's not alone in the way
tvimiocoice
farmers sold more than 10 been to hear it played by a he feels about himself.... MagRAY'S BAR-B-0
DANA
•
WM
million dollars in farm pro- group .of musicians in the Vienna nificent view: Overlooking the
duets during 1971. This was up Woods, on the heights over- Pacific and the Mouth of the
Open 7:15 P. M.
from about 7 million in 1960 looking this historic city and Columbia River from North
1 - Complete Showing
and was the highest annual Ful1 Hour Rol:watt
(not Head, Washington State ...
ton County farm Income ever the broad, brownish-gray
produced.
Of the 1971 farm income,
41 per cent, or a little more
than 4 million dollars, came
from the sale of 46,000 acres
Sens snows; bias pit belied lire of soybeans. The second high
Tire prices start as low as $10.40
farm income was from hogs as
plus $1.61 Fad. Ex. Tax for Sean 36,000 head were sold for
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00-13 sloe. $1,440,000.00. This was the
second highest county swine
Sean Catalog Sales Office income in the eight Purchase
111....0110R• &ID OIL
Counties.
Broadwa South Fulton Tenn.
Beef cattle income totaled
4,064,000.00, and dairy income
about $400,000.00. Corn and
grain sorghum production was
valued at $1,344,000.00 with
PM Nom Tires about half of this being fed to
livestock.
fr—
Cotton income from 4,100
acres
totaled $636,000.00.
Other farm income was from
1973
wheat, alfalfa, and seed. The
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture estimates that
Chevelle Laguna Colonnade
about 30 per cent of this farm
Hardtop Coupe
income is above cost.
_a
The average gross income
from 630 farms In the county
Munk Balanced
was $15,873.00 with close to a
$4,800.00 net Income per farm,
Fulton County itnnual agriWHEELS AUG
cultural income ranks twelfth
among the 120 counties in Kentucky.

CLASSIFIED ADS

rmance,
tening —
lid -State

1
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violates this section may be
convicted, although the
principal offender has not
felony under KRS 433.290 been convicted.' "
which states, in part, 'Any
Hancock cautioned
person who receives any stolen consumers to completely
property, the stealing of which check the origin of any item
is punishable as a crime, regardless of its size before
knowing it to be stolen shall purchase.
be liable to the same
If you don't,' he added,
punishment as the person '-you may end up facing a
stealing it.' The statute further felony charge for knowingly
provides, 'Any person who receiving stolen property as

You Mad
k beim,so he's
back wilds elms,

Soybeans Top
County Cash
Farm Yield

Lounge Waitress

Fulton, Ky.

Kentucky Law "Tough" On
Stolen Property Receivers

fr

st740%.
lake

Page 5

well as being unable to recover
your money."

SOO Firms Register
In New Hebrides
VILA, New Hebrides—Nearly
500 companies have registered
in the New Hebrides in the last
year and a half to take advantage of the almost total absence
of taxes in these islands. Most
of the firms are Australian.

Serving Every
OFFICE NEED...
See us. . . for equipment that
simplifies office operation and
increases efficiency, . . for
executive furniture designed and
arranged for impressive appearance
as well as convenience . .. for
general office furniture that's
neat, bright and planned for work.

Offices Furnished, Equipped
for Better Appearance ...and
Greater Efficiency! See Us

FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT
THE OFFICE SUPPLY STORE

411

SAVE '14 to '23

"Two locations to serve you"
SEE OR CALL

MIKE BUTTS
HICKMAN 236-2726
FULTON 472-1600
260 -dOMMERCIAL AVENUE

'tTECI Ei.t.rEt3
SILENT GUARD

1973 THEY'RE HERE
TH EY'RE000111
1,
4111
„ppm.

WANTED!
om

342

•

IMES TRUED
I

City Tire Co.
m W.State Line

I.

- 111. 4

41

Colorado's 34 institutions of
higher imaging had a combined
student enrollment of just under 127,000 kat tall.

197-3,
Monte Carlo Landau Coupe

LET'S TALK TRADE.......NOW
0411111111411110111411041110111004110411.411•••••••••••41140114
110111111**04114,111111411411411
.

5
5

We have several used trucks, from 1963 to 1971 models, most
of them with brand-new grain beds and hoist, checked and
ready to go. We will trade for what you have or sell outright.

3341

TAYLOR
ciI
CHEVROLET.Bula INC

GMAC

"Ewe Tke BEST BEALS

Art TARSI NAIE".

Eltd

le!

1

shape
Ferrite
ic
one and
rd Blue.

95

(11••••....

United States Representative for Congress

Vote November 7
Paid for by Fulton County Committee for Stubblefield
Rupert Hornsby, Chairman

See one of these salesmen: Manus Williams, Aubrey Taylor, Mike Williams, Chuck
Juba,
Roger Stephens, Dan Cuaningham, Warren Tuck, Vernon Spraggs or Dan Taylor.
HIGHWAY 307

PHONE 472-2466

FULTON, KY.

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Nov. 2, 1972
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CHECK AND COMPARE OUR MEAT PRICES,
E. W. JAMES & SONS SELLS FOR LESS
MHOICE

ROUilirc TEAK

SIRLOIN STEAK

97c L.

HALF

99 L.

SWISS

STEAKS

Lb. $1.09

ROUND STEAK

U S CHOICE

79C

LB.

Lb. $1.09
Lb. $1.39

H

Firlivit

59'

12 °z Pkg

79'

I

$1.00

5 For

FOLGER'S

PILLSBURY - BUNDY

89c

LB

BARBECUE

can

And Additional $7.50 Purchase
Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products

COFFEE

pan

9

39c

Lb. $1.49

WE ACCEPT
U. S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

LB.

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY

ASS'T. FRUIT DRINK 46-oz.

BUSH'S

STOKELY'S

BEAN POT BEANS 16-oz. 5 For $1.00

GATORADE

BABY FOOD 89c CRACKERS 350
10 JARS

1 LB BOX

JERGENS

SALAD DRESSING

59c

32-oz.

4

LIQUID

JOY

SOUR PICKLES

22-oz.

39c

46-oz.

ASSORTED FLAVORS

STOKLEY'S TOMATO

JELL°

CATSUP 390

20 oz

16-oz.

4 Fcr _ $1.00

RICHTE X

KREY

ORANGE JUICE

VEG. - ALL

BATHROOM TISSUE SHORTENING
4 roll pkg. 450
460
3 LB 61

TEXSUN

16-oz. 5 For ____ $1.00

BISCUITS6
.
490

CHARMIN

22 OZ. BOTTLE

HYDE PARK

BREAD

10c

DISHWASHING

ROLLS

CAN

STOKELY'S

BATH SIZE SOAP

PAPEkR°fTINELS

39c

32-oz.
BALL ARD

POTTENNES
F°R $1

NABISCO PREMIUM

LB.

BARBECUE

Lb. 69c

CHICKENS

WITH COUPON AT BOTTOM OF AD

STOKELY'S

29-oz,

89C

InEN
ATFIF
Fr
eS

HEINZ STRAINED

MIRACLE WHIP

Lb. 99c

STEW MEAT

SLICEDBABCON

49t

$1.00 HAMBURGERS

5 For

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON flEDNESDAY
CAKE MIXES

PORTER HOUSE STEAKS Lb. $1.37
TENDER

Lb. 69c

SLAB BACON

LB

SANDWICHES

LB.

REELFOOT

G ER

BARBECUE

Lb. 79c

ROUND ROAST

GRADE A

T-BONE STEAK
$1 27

U. S. CHOICE

WHOLE OR HALF SLAB

ROAST

Lb. $1.09

ROUND STEAK

RUMP ROAST
HEEL OF

BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP

BONELESS TENDERIZED

US. CHOICE

BONE IN

49c

HYDE PARK

CHILI

15-oz.

3For _

$1.00

LUNCHEON
3 LOAF
DANISH CHAMP

3 OZ.

12-oz Can

CANS

FOLGERS INSTANT

DINNER ROLLS

4 Pkgs. __ $1.00

SAUSAGE
4

KREY VIENNA
4 OZ.

CANS

SOFT - WEAVE-BATHROOM-Pkg. of 2

COFFEE 6-oz. Jar $1.17

CariFLAKES
KE

18-oz.39c TEA BAGS 48ct.

65c TISSUE

3 For $1.00

E. W. JAMES & SONS HAS THE LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
ON PRODUCE PLUS BEST QUALITY sTA:usRAEscEA'N'ExrRAAHB7Nus
.
.
YOU RECEIVE QUALITY

STAMPS AS AN EXTRA BONUS

FRESH VINE RIPENED

TOMATOES
ONIONS

BUNCH

FOLGER'S

COFFEE

Can

Lb: 99c

And Additional $7.50 Purchase. Excluding
Milk & Tobacco Products.
Limit 1 Coupon Per Family
E. W. James & Sons

LB. 19' CAULIFLOWER HEAD 49
10' CRANBERRIES.pKG 294
OCEAN

NICE FRESH GRESN

WITH THIS COUPON

SNOWY WHITE

SPRAY FRESH

JAMES SONS'`
PE'llE
r
viNGs"
d

115
1m
UPEIR1ARKET
'

South Fulton, Tenn.
THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY NOV. 2ND THRU WEDNESDAY NOV. 8TH.

WE RESERVE THE

T TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

SUNSHINE CHUNK

DOG FOOD
25 Lb Bag

219

$

(nog Collar F-R-E-E With Purchase)
SUPPLY LIMITED

Page 6
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Fulton, Ky.

CHECK AND COMPARE OUR MEAT PRICES,
E. W. JAMES & SONS SELLS FOR LESS
SIRLOIN STEAK

ROU'ND c TEAK

97 L.

HALF

SWISS

Lb. $1.39

59'L.

12
oz Pkg

5 For

SANDWICHES

$1.00

CRACKERS

BABY JARSFOOD

LB.

39c

WE ACCEPT
U. S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

BUSH'S

STOKELY'S

BEAN POT BEANS 16-oz. 5 For $1.00

GATORADE

59c

32-oz.

PAPER T ELS

LIQUID

JOY

4 ROLLS

POT PIES BISCUITS6 490
350 T_ $1
BATHROOM TISSUE SHORTENING
460
10c

DISHWASHING

CORONET

30c

22-oz

4 roll pkg. 450

49c

46-oz.

ORANGE JUICE

ASSORTED FLAVORS

STOKLEY'S TOMATO

1E110

CATSUP 39

20 oz

3 OZ.

ioc

CHILI

3 For _

15-oz.

$1.00

LUNCHEON
3 LOAF
DANISH CHAMP
12-oz Can

CANS

Si

ICL
CORN FLAKES18-oz.39c

6-oz. Jar S1.17

RICHTE X

3 CAN

DINNER BOLLS

4 Pkgs. __ $1.00

SAU4SAGE

KREY VIENNA
4 OZ.

CANS

Si

SOFT - WEAVE-BATHROOM-Pkg. of 2

L& M

FOLGERS INSTANT

4 Fcr _ $1.00

16-oz.

VEG. - ALL

HYDE PARK

KREY

TEXSUN

16-oz. 5 For ____ $1.00

SOUR PICKLES

CHARMT

220Z. BOTTLE

HYDE PARK

CAN

BALLARD

STOKELY'S

SIZE SOAP

BATH

32-oz.

FOR

JERGENS

SALAD DRESSING

COFFEE

49

Lb. $1.49

ppm

CANS

NABISCO PREMIUM
1 LB BOX

10

BREAD

Lb. 69c

CHICKENS

TENN

HEINZ STRAINED

MIRACLE WHIP

LB.
B.

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY

ASS'T. FRUIT DRINK 46-oz.

89c

29-oz.

89'L

LB.
BARBECUE

And Additional $7.50 Purchase
Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products

STOKELY'S

FROZEN

CATFISH

BACON

BARBECUE

can

PILLSBURY - BUNDT

Lb. 99c

STEW MEAT
FRESH

WITH COUPON AT BOTTOM OF AD

COFFEE

PORTER HOUSE STEAKS Lb. $1.37

57_,AB

79

5 For

FOLGER'S

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON flEDNESDAY
CAKE MIXES

SLAB BACON

SLICED

49'

$1.00 HAMBURGERS

LB

TENDER

Lb. 69c

REELFOOT

FRANKS

HAMBURGER
BARBECUE

ROUND ROAST

ARROW HEAD

GRADE A

$1 27

U. S. CHOICE

Lb. 79c

WHOLE OR HALF SLAB

ROAST

Lb. $1.09

ROUND STEAK

79$

HEEL OF

BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP

BONELESS TENDERIZED

T-BONE STEAK

RUMP ROAST
LB.

Lb. $1.09

STEAKS

Lb. $1.09

ROUND STEAK

99'L.

US CHOICE

BONE IN

U S CHOICE

TEA BAGS

48c1.

65c

TISSUE

3 For

$1.00

E. W. JAMES & SONS HAS THE LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
ON PRODUCE PLUS BEST QUALITY
1-

YOU RECEIVE QUALITY
STAMPS AS AN EXTRA BONUS

CEIVE Q UALITY
RE
II --0-ST AMPS AS AN EX TRA BONUS

SNOWY WHITE

FRESH VINE RIPENED

TOMATOES
ONIONS

NICE FRESH GRES'
BUNCH

LB

19 CAULIFLOWER 49'
10 CRANBERRIESpKG 294
HEAD

OCEAN SPRAY FRESH

•• •

SUNSHINE CHUNK
WITH THIS COUPON
FOLGER'S

COFFEE

Can

Lb. 49c

And Additional $7.50 Purchase. Excluding
Milk & Tobacco Products.
Limit 1 Coupon Per Family
E. W. James & Sons

South Fulton, Tenn.

1 SONS
PE.W.JAMES 0
r
S"
"MAXI SAVING

SUPERMARIET'
THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY NOV. 2ND THRU WEDNESDAY NOV. 8TH.

WE RESERVE THE

DOG FOOD
25 Lb. Bag

219

$

(1)og Collar F-R-E-E With Purchase)
T

LIMIT QUANTITIES

SUPPLY LIMITED
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SUPPLEMENT TO:
UNION CITY DAILY MESSENGER
OBION COUNTY WEEKLY
PADUCAH SUN DEMOCRAT
HICKMAN COURIER
DYERSBURG STATE GAZETTE
LAKE COUNTY BANNER

WEAKLEY COUNTY PRESS
SHOPPER NEWS
DRESDEN ENTERPRISE
III CITY OBSERVER
FULTON :MINTY NEWS
FULTON SHOPPER

EAK

3.

Lb. $1.37
__ Lb. 99c

)ZEN

LB.

_ Lb. $1.49

for each piece
with each
53. purchase
39c

gs 490

IFer _ $1.00

NG
110
gs

$1.00

$1
— Pkg. of 2

r $1.00
FOLLOW THIS WEEKLY SCHEDULE
TV
ONUS

Purchase)

1st
WEEK
2nd WEEK
BONUS!
3rd WEEK
BONUS!
4th
WEEK
5th WEEK
BONUS!

WITH
EACH
$3
PURCHASE

10" DINNER PLATE
6"SALAD PLATE
WATER GLASS
DESSERT DISH
ICED TEA

39c
39c
39c

BOTH FOR
78
WITH $3
PURCHASE
BOTH FOR
713i
WITH $3
PURCHASE

COFFEE CUP

WITH
EACH
$3
PURCHASE

SAUCER
JUICE GLASS

BOTH FOR
781
WITH $3
PURCHASE

16th
API rd I'd bill re Pa Vitibrire Wil WV SP Willa bard PPP ifil WS Yr 1111 MIMI
WITH
:
•
COUPON

aa
.

ird Mr kg

SAVE 38C

•
a
•
a
:

PEPSI

i i i i i
WITH

i i i I I

V 1 A I
•
•
•

a
.
I.

IL

a,
.
•
:
It
•
fr
•
R
a
R
•
e
s
•

FOLGERS

.

SAVE 53c cARPAN I SFREE

.
.

:

SAVE 12c CduPON

'a

britdriladiribbilardraildtfialifillbidlidlideidlidifdrirdrelifitilittlabart
WITH 1
:

1 i i i i I

•
•
•
it
;
R
•
:
:
r
•
•
.
•
r
r
I,
•

SCOTT SANITARY NAPKIN

, COLAS
COFFEE . CONFIDETS
77
2 N:
1
3
AN
00 SCOTT TISSUE
$1
s
39
KLEENEX4c:411°°IiiiuliNCOCKTAIL 3 00
55'
303
•
sa
a
s
•
:
•
•

NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY
INCLUDES FREE DISPOSAL BAGS.

4

CECIL'S
1 LIBERTY
#,..
COUPON
t

1 CECIL'S
t
LIBERTY
"
PLUS
r
CAN
.
LB
•
6 BOTTII 1
COUPON
'a
r
DEPOSIT
•
:
CTNS.
COUPON
Pfiemastoktimikesksom reokraxm
uvamus•s
manmeueo
suelpuom
ramuummo
.
LTA
LT.ELETAI
. T.I.T iiiii.T.I.T.I.u.u3.1.T.I.,T_LuililwELETALETAI
CECIL'S
LIBERTY

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
T

t LI.101/171-1

T

I

PAPER TOWELS

BIG
'ROLLS

LIMIT 3

s1
30c3i

111-IIKY2IRA SAUSAGE
BEEF STEW

24 OZ CAN

69' mciiiiiiAL

MEAL
OIL
ARMOUR
TREAT

100

GLEN OAK

HALF GAL

59

TUNA

REELFOOT

29'

18

4959

3

2 OZ $
/
61
:

VAN CAMP GRADED

OLEO

EVAPORATED

45t BUTTER
39' RAISINS

CANS

YELLOW SOU

39 BA!

BREAST OF CHICKEN•TURNER CREAMY
4 STICKS IN PKG
2 OZ CAN
/
61
GOLDEN
DEL MONTE
H ICA NES
15 01 PKG

TDuUNN

LARD

QT JAR

SHASTA

3,420),, $100 CAKE MIX

'STATE FAIR

LARD
SUGAR

49'

46 02 CAN

REELFOOT 25

QT JAR

LB BAG

$ °91171iK & BEANS

12 OZ CAN

OU

2

5 39t COLAS
731s$

WAYCHEF

48 01 JAR

EYE PEAS
IVAINK'
IIBLACK
29' SE JUICE

16 01 CAN

UNCLE SAM
SELF RISING OR PLAIN

RPOKLt

F APMA CLKY

00
;
;40
4

An
VP barb ivddddd IFdlodbillidlidio rattail PS VII Pi0d 6 d 6 d b d 6.
PS Pre v.no ord re 111 WO MI WI WI rd monk ro IN oho no no ord moIN rine no Pr Pirb ilitilidad PP MIila
tn.WI WI WI WI MI We WI WI WI MIeV WI no mo ono no orr leo ord by lid no err fog no vo av
•
.
.
: DIXIE PRICE
:
..
VOID AFTER NOV 8
N
Y
COUPO
IL'S
LIBERT
:
R
211
5 LB BAG
•
•
i DOMINO e
:
R
.
•
•
•
8
a s
a
MILK
SWEET
•
a
imb
a •
a
•
CAN
OR
•
a •
.all
•
a
I:
•
BUTTERMILK
•
a;
•
R
i WITH THIS COUPON & 17.50 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
•
a
U. i'
LB
•
•
I TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS ADV. PICNICS EXCLUDED
a
•
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER FAMILY
a•
:
a a
PIIVIA.Pil..
.
1PA PA PA IlkAllbl PA PA PA PA WIIIPUIPAPA PA PRIM IPA IllIMallitill PA P.11119t•A IliklikplPAIIIA PA.PAflifil PA PA PA PA PAPAWSPA Pc SAPAIWIPA PA PA PA PAPAPAIMUI PA PAPA PPOSPAPAPIII PA PillPt PA PA PA P•OP PA PAPA PA PA PA PA PISPAPA

PET MILK0
CRISCO 24
OIL

sm

6 oz49t

wil9t

BISCUITS
I
FR
9
$11
2
TA
EE
LV
VE
'
89
5
CORN 49`IsiiimEs 4
P1
39'
E
P
GKRAT
69sI
79,
69'
4
37€
t
75
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TREASURE CHEST

This automobile equipped with radio , heater, large engine
white wall tires will be given away Sat. at 3:00 pm. Dec.
30. No purchase necessary Children under 18 years old
not eligible. Register each time you visit our store.
Need not be present to win.
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WILL BE GIVEN EACH CUSTOMER
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49c

SPICED LUNCHEON
PEPPERED LOAF

BY THE PIECE

FRESH

LB

LB

DOWNS FARE

LB

BREADED VEAL - CHUCK WAGON
CHICKEN - BEEF DRUMSTICK
PORK

PKG

FRESH SLICED

LB

ma Aw A FRESH FROZEN

FRESH SLICED BEEF

FOR

LB

LB

BEEF

ShortRibs 69
StewMeat 49
STEW
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99
CHUCK
SaltMeat 4U
SpareRibs 89
LB

BRISKET
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BONELESS

LB

GROUND

LB
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LB

FRESH 3 LBS & DOWN
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RIB EYE

LB
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L689'Pig Feet 39$
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79' PATTIES BRAINS 59'
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HOUSER VALLEY SLICED
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FRESH SLICED FAMILY PACK
3 LBS OR MORE
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BACON
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Bologna
BACON
$1 29
Sausage 21B ill OYSTERS
Bologna"
CATFISH
BOLOGNA
PICKLE PIMENTO
LIVER CHEESE
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SMOKED
6 TO 8
LB AVG.
LIMIT 2 LB

